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PROTECTION OF THE SOLAR POWER SATELLITE 
Abst,'act 
This report examines theoretically several features of the interactions 
of the Solar Powe,' Satellite (SPS) with its space environment. l~e calcu1ate 
the voltages produced at various su,'faces due to space plasmas and the 
plasma leakage currents through the kapton and sapphire solar cell blankets. 
At geosynchronous orbit (GEO). this parasitic powe,' loss is only o.n. and 
is easily compensated u~ ove,·shing. At lm.,,-ef3rth o,'bit. (LEO). the po\."er 
loss is potentially much larger (3%). and anQnalous arcing is expected for 
the EOTV high voltage negative su,'faces. Prel imina,'y t'esults of a ttu-ee-
dimensional self-consistent plasma and electt'ic field computet' pt'ogram are 
presented, confinning the validity of the predictions made fran the one-
dimensional model s. Lastly, the repot't considet's magnetic. shielding of the 
satellite. to reduce the power drain and to protect the solar cells from 
enet'getic electt'on and plasma ion bombat'dlllent. l.Je conclude that minor lIIodi-
fications can allow the SPS to operate safely and efficiently in its space 
envil'onment. The SPS design employed in this study is the J&1l 25. 1978 MSFC 
basel ine design util izing GaAs solar cell s at CR-2 and an alull1inLlurn stt'uctul'e. 
Subsequent design changes will substantially alter the basic conclusions in 
thi s repot't. 
, 
Introduction 
Space is by no means empty. It contains light, magne-
tic fields and both neutral and charged particles. The light 
energy is the raison d'etre for space power generation; but 
it can also eject photoelectrons from satellite surfaces, 
giving the surface a positive charge and giving it an effec-
tive conductivity (Pelizzari and Criswell, 1978). 
Magnetic field strenQ·~s in the earth's vicinity ~ange 
fro~ 6 x 10- sT (0.6) Gaus~) at the earth's poles to 2 x 
10- 1 ( 2y ) in the neutral sheet in the magnetotail ( lY 
c 10- Gauss). At the geosynchronous orbit, the magnetic 
field strength is roughly 1 x 10-
' 
T (100 Y). A magnetic 
field of this strength causes no threat per se to spacecraft 
operations: however, it pl~s a fundan~ntal role in trapping 
enerJetic particles. These tr3pped particles respond not 
only to the Earth's magnetic field, but spacecraft fields as 
well, especially for spacecraft large in comparison to par-
t1cle gyroradi; (Reiff, 1971i; Reiff arid Burke, 1976). 
Neutral particles have little effect rn spacecraft 
operat ions above '\I 600 km. 110\.,revel·, "eu-
tra 1 scan charge-exchange in the EOTV thruster beam (see 
bel 0\.,,) • 
Charged particle populations at synchronous orbit are 
Jf several types and at"e illustrated in Figure 1. The inner-
Imost region is the plasmasphere, a torus-shaped locus of 
relatively dense ( '\I lOO/cms), cool (kT'\I 1 eV) plasma that 
has evaporated from the ionosphere. Because of the low 
energies of the plasmaspheric ions, they are considered harm-
less (Reasoner et al., )976); however, they Cdn be acceler-
ated by spacecraft electric fields to energies high enough 
to do damage (tens of kilovolts). Imbedded in the plasma-
sphere are the radiation belts, regions of very low denSity 
but quite high energy (tens to hundreds of kilovolts) trap-
ped radiation. This radiation can cause hazards to men and 
solar cells. 
The remaining plasma population that can penetrate to 
geosynchronous orbit is the plasma sheet (Fig. 1). This 
tenuous plasma (O.l-l/cm ) is considerably warmer (kT on the 
order of kiloe1ectron volts) than the p1asmasphere (Garrett 
and DeForest, 1979). In addition, its presence at geosyn-
chronous orbit iSlssociated \"ith substorm activity, \"hen 
both the fluxes and energies are higher. It is this kind of 
plasma that contributes most strongly to spacecraft char9ing 
and its concomitant disruption of satellite systems (Inouye, 
1976). 
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This report concentrates on spacecraft charging and its 
effects on solar power satel lite (SPS) systems, in parti-
cular the NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center (~1SFC) baseline 
design (Hanley, 1978). "Worst ca~c" plasma emironments ar2 
'used to determine possihle charging hazards. Spacecraft 
charging is the pri"cip~l focus of this paper since its 
effects can ~e severe: arc generation from exceeding bredk-
down voltagE:s, di,"ect electrical component damage from tran-
sients, disruption of logic and switching circuits from 
electromagnetic interference, change of reflective or ther-
mal control surfaces due to the attraction of outgassed con-
taminants or pitting, and shock hazards for extravehicular 
and docking activities (see DeForest, 1972; Pike and Bunn, 
1976; Shaw et al., 1976). 
We will sho\" that, under substorm conditions, the kapton 
substrate contemplated for use as a support blanket for the 
reflectors and solar cells will be subjected to near-break-
down voltage. Additional kapton insulation seems unfeasible 
because of we;-ght considerat'ions. The alternatives, higher 
conductivity substrates or conducting leads to the surfaces, 
seem more reasonable since the resulting parasitic currents 
are not excessive. The paper also will discuss the optimum 
point for grounding the spacecraft to the solar panels and 
outlines a method of using judicious routing of bus-bar 
currents to shield the satellite from particle bombardment. 
Although it is possible to use a similar method to magneti-
cally align the satellite with the Earth's magnetic field 
(counteracting gravity-gradient torques), the fields required 
leem unreas~nably large. 
Spacecraft Charging 
A body i ll11lersed ina p 1 a sma wi 11 ac qu ire a net c ha loge 
from unequal fluxes of plasma particles. For most plasmas, 
'the electron and ion densities Ne and Ni are roughly equal, 
and the electron and ion temperatures Te and Ti are conYL~~­
b1e. Thus the electron flux Je (proportional to Ne lkTe/~e) 
is generally much larger than the ion flux Ji , and the body 
acquires a negative charge sufficient to bring the currents 
into balance. For stationary, isothermal, singly-charged 
plasmas, the equilibrium unlit body potential is roughly 
(kTe/e)Ln(Je/aJi) (Whipple, 1965), \~here a is a parameter 
(of order unity) depending on the thickness of the sheath. 
Exposing the body to sunlight causes photoelectrons to be 
ejected. For most substances, the p~Jtoelectron current is 
on the order of o,ne to four nanoamps per square cent imeter. 
Since this is comparable to or larger than most space plasma 
electron currents, the surface will tend to acquirp a small 
positive charge. The actual equilibrium potential will 
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depend on the details of the ion and electron distribution 
function, however (Whipple, 1976). The fluxes to a sunlit 
plate immersed in a plasma are shown schematically in Fig. 
2. The lit side will tend to charge slightly positive, and 
the dark side negative. 
The NASA ~'SFC baseline design (Hanley, 1978) is shown 
in Fig. 3. The surfaces on the satellite are divided into 
two types: active and passive, depending on whether or not 
voltages appear on the surface ~~ a result of the satellite's 
own power supply. Passive surfaces include the solar re-
:flectors and structural members. Active surfaces include 
the solar cells, interconnects, and bus bars. Active sur-
faces may attract or repel the ambient ions or electrons 
depending on the polarity of thp surface voltage. Currents 
reach the passive surfaces only by photoemission and the 
thermal motion of ions and electrons. (We ignore backscat-
te.'ed and secondary electrons.) 
Cal cu 1 at i on of' Potent ia1s 
We make the sihlplifying assumption of a thin sheath (or 
l-dimensional) approximation, i.e., the area collecting 
plasma is the actual geometrical area of the satellite (no 
focussi ng considered). The ambient electron and ion cur-
rents, therefore are, simply the thermal currents, given by 
J. ::!!L ( 8kT ) 1/2 ( 1) l,e 4 nM 
where N, e. T. and M are the number density, charge, temper-
ature and mass for electrons or protons, depending on which 
current is calculated. 
Parker (1979) has addressed the problem of a large flat-
plate solar collector in space. He has found that the thin-
sheath approximation is not valid at geosynchronous orbit 
for active structures. However, in the M5FC design, the 
passive, grounded reflecting panels form a trough in which 
the solar cells lie. Since the reflectors are conducting, 
tney have a tendency to confine electric fields from the 
sular cells within the truugh. This reduces the thick-sheath 
focussing effect because the electric fields do not pene-
trate significiantly into space above the trough, and the 
reflectors themselves are barriers against plasma fluxes 
entering from the sides of the tr~ugh. Later in the paper 
we verify this assumption by showing results from a modified 
version of Parker'S PANEL program for the speCial geometry 
of the MSFC design. 
The analytic calculations below assume,for simplicity, 
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an intermedi.ate sheath approximation; i.e., no focussing of 
outside plasma is considered, yet the sheath is large enough 
that photoelectrons from the reflectors can imp~ct the solar 
cell, and vice versa. 
For GEO. our assumed "worst case" plasma condltions 
are: Ne ~ Ni = 2/cms, kTe = 5 kl~ and kTi = 10 keV (Inou~e. 
19761. This yields Je • 3 ~ 10· A/cm2 and Ji = 1 x 10· 1 
A/cm • 
The photoelectron current density was calculated by 
integrating the product of the photoelectron yield function 
for synthetic sapphire and the solar sp~trum:2 the resul-
,t;n9 photocurrent density Jpe is 3 x 10· A/cm. A simi liar 
calculation for aluminum yields roughly the same photoelec-
tron current density. 
It is apparent, then, that the photoelectron current 
will usually dominate for all sunlit surfaces at GEO. The 
-equ';H-britJm pot1!nt-hl'l for 'Such 'Surfaces will be on the order 
of a few times the dverdge photoelectron energYt from about 
1 to 100 V pos it he, such as is fOIJnd on the dayside of the 
moon (Reasoner and Burke, 1972; Freeman and Jbrahim, 1975). 
Passive sunlit surfaces will attain this voltage: however, 
for active surfaces, the finite conductivity of the cover 
surfaces (kapton and sapphire) will prevent this voltage 
from being obtained, i.e., the surface potential will more 
nearly follow that of the underlying solar cell. 
Nightside potentials ar~ estimated from Chopra's (1961) 
equation: 
~ ... _ ~Te ln ( ~1iTe ) (2) 
,- e MeTi 
For the "worst case" described above. this implies a dark-
side potential of -17.000 V. Secondary electron emission or 
backscattering will reduce this potential somewhat. Again. 
passive surfaces will attain this voltage. but most active 
surfaces \\'i11 be more nearly the potential of the underlying 
solar cell. 
The most vulnerable active surfaces on the satellite 
are the solar cells because the ohmic contacts are separated 
from the plasma by only tens of micrometers of shielding. 
Figure 4 shows the dimensions and structure of the solar 
cell selected in the MSFC design. The GaA1As cell is sup-
ported from below by a kapto., blanket and is covered with 
synthetic sapphire. The sapphire coverglass is 20 IJm thick 
and the kapton blanket is 2S IJm thick. 
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For our study, the solar cell was idealized as a sap-
phire - active regioll .. kapton sandwich as shown in Fig. 5. 
Plasma ions were assumed to be attracted to the negatively 
biased porton of the solar array and plasma electro~s to the 
positively biased portion. Photoelectrons were assumed to 
leave the negative surface and be attracted to the positive 
surface. Secondaries were neglected. The currents used 
were those described previously; we assume a steady state 
condition. In this case the voltages across the sapphire 
and kapton dielectrics are the photoelectron and Dlasma cur-
rents multiplied by the resistance Jf1ihe dielectrics. The 
assumed r~sistivity of sapphirt is 10 ohm-em. Based on 
the measurements of Kennerud (1914) we have approximated the 
resistivity of kapton by 
p. 9.2 X 1016 exp -[E/l.l KV/milJ ohm-cm, 
where E is the electric field across the kapton in KV/mil. 
The transcendental equation for the potential difference, V, 
through the l-mil kapton layer ;s ln [V/KJ 16-V/llOO, where 
K is proport ioncn to tne curt'ent (k = 9 x 10 x thickness 
(cm) x current (A/cm). This equation was solved numeri-
cally. The resulting voltages are shown on Fig. 5: a drop of 
949 V through the ion-attracting side, and a drop of 3.3 KV 
through the electron-attracting side. In no case are the 
breakdown voltages exceeded; however, the voltage on the 
positivt~ array is within a factor of 2 of the breakdown volt-
age. F~r an electron current ten times larger (which can 
certainly occur within the satellite's life-span), the volt-
age drop is 5.4 kV, which is near breakdown. For this 
reason, we recommend replacing kapton with a higher conduc-
tivity material, or else providing a current path from the 
solar cell to the back side. Conductive coatings will also 
help reduce spot arcing (McCoy and Konradi, 1979). 
Kennerud (1974) and others have found anomalous arcing 
when solar panels are held at high voltage negative in a 
plasma. Typical voltages and currents required for suc~ 
anomalous arcing to take place are 400 volts at 1 x 10· 
A/cm2 • Our expected ion currents_~~ the negative portion of 
the solar array at GEO are 1 x 10" A/cm2 • Therefore, we 
do not anticipate anomalous arcing in the GEO environment. 
The MSFC design calls for the reflectors to be con- 0 
structed from O.S mil (12.5 ~m) kapton covered with a 400 A 
film of aluminum. We expect the aluminized front side 
potential to be fixed at 1 to 100 Vults positive by photo-
electron emission. Using the same analysis that was applied 
to the kapton solar cell blanket, we calculate the reflector 
back side voltage to be approximately -1.7 kV for our stan-
dard "worst case" condition, and-2.7 kV for a ten times 
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larger electron current. The breakdown voltage for 1/2 mil kapton is 3.1 kV, 
which could be reached with only slightly more severe plasma conditions. 
C1.arly. the backside must also be conducting and electrically connected to 
the front, or the kapton must be replaced with a higher conductivity material. 
A summary of the expected voltages on various surfaces during sunlit and eclipse 
conditions Is shown on Fig. 6. Note that during ~clipse the entire satellite 
may charge to high voltage negative. This should be countered by the use of a 
hot filament electron emitter to bleed electrons from the spacecraft. 
Optimizing the Grounding Point 
The currents between the satellite and the plasma will 
adjust until the net current ;s zero. This means that the 
flow of current to the positively biased ~reas must equal 
that from the negatively biased areas. In a flate plate 
collector, the balance is between plasma electron curr~nts 
to the positive portions and plasma ion currents to the 
negative portions of the array. Since the plasma electron 
currents are so large, the plate will "floatll substatially 
negative, l..-e., the:area of the coHector with .negative 
potential is much larger than the corresponding positive 
potential area (Parker, 1979). 
In the MSFC design, however. the large aluminum reflec-
tors are also sources and sinks of photoelectrons. Photo-
electrons from the reflectors will be attacted to positive 
portions of the solar cell arr~ and photoelectrons from the 
negative portions of the solar cell array will be attracted 
to the neighboring reflector (Figure 7). These electrons 
will "hop" along the surface (Pelizarri and Criswell, 1978), 
adding to the power drain. Thus the photoelectron current 
becomes the dominant parasitic current, at least in all but 
the most intense substorm environments. 
The large aluminum reflectors make a convenient space-
craft ground, since the sunlit sides will remain a few volts 
positive with respect to space. To minimize the power drain, 
the solar cell array should drive no new currents through 
the reflectors to the plasma. Thus the reflector "ground" 
should be tied to the solar cells in an optimium way. Accu-
rate calculation of the 3-dimensional electric field pattern 
and resultant power drain including effects of the space 
charge and secondaries is a formidable task; an oversimplifed 
argument follows. If A- is the solar celi area that is 
negative and A+ is the solar cell area that is positive, 
current balance requires 
(A-) (Jpe + 2Jd = (A+) (Jpe + 2~le) (3) 
or t A-/A+ = (Jpe + 2Je )/(Jpe + 2Ji)' 
Here we assume that the photoelectron flux from the reflec-
tors to the positive segments is approximately the same as 
the photoelectron flux from the negative segments to the 
reflectors. For low plasma-current regions, (e.g •• the 
plasmasphere or the quiet plasmasheet) or for cases in which 
the' plasma current is shieloed from the surfaces magneti-
cally, the ratio approaches unity. Even for our "worst 
case," the ratio is only 1.17. Therefore. we recommend 
grounding the midpoint of the string to the reflectors. On 
the other hand, at low Earth orbit plasma electron and ion 
ram fluxes dominate, and the grounding point must be more 
carefully calcul ated. 
With the ground point determined, the parasitic load 
can be calculated. The principal parasitic current at GEO 
is from photoelectrons (Fig. 7), and is calculated to be 
about 3000 A. Coupled with an average potential drop of 
11375 V, this implies a power loss of 34 MW. which is only 
0.7% of output power, and is easily manageable by slight 
~versi7inb. This percentage power loss is comparabie to 
that (~O.l%) from a flat-plate collector (Parker, 1979). 
Thus optimizing the grounding point at GEO is not critical. 
As discussed later, however, at LEO optimization could be 
very important. 
Currents at Low-Earth Orbii 
An integral part of the SPS concept is the Earth-Orbit 
Transfer Vehicle (EOTV) which will transfer the SPS to GEO. 
It is expected to employ a high-voltage solar cell array and 
to operate primarily in the low-Earth orbit (LEO) environ~ 
ment where the plasma currents are considerably diff;rent 
than GEO. At 400 km altitude, the dominant ion is 0 with a 
number density of 10G/cms and a temperature of 2000 K 
{Johnson, 1965). Thus the thermal ion current will be 7 x 
10-9 A/cm and the thermal electron current will be 3 x 10-7 
A/cm. For these currents. the potentials on the EOTV will 
be comparable those for which Kennerud (1974) found aY'cingtthere_ 
fore, one must expect arcing to take place on negatively-
biased surfaces unless a lower-voltage array is used. 
Indeed, arcing has been observed from insulated surfaces in 
a LEO simulation vacuum tank test (McCoy and Konradi, 1979)~ 
Alternatively, the array could be biased with a minimum of 
negative surface (grounding the lowest end of the string to 
the reflectors), but that wou1d be far from the optimum 
grounding scheme, ~nd would increase parasitic losses by a 
factor of three. 
Spacecraft motion implies a sLJLJstantia1 though varying 
ram flux which will cause an addi~ional parasitic current 
drain of as much as 2 x 10-7 A/em. Coupled with the cur-
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rent losses due to the thenmal currents, the power loss could be as 
high as ~3%. As noted, however, arcing probably will occur at much 
lower potentials than those for which 3% power loss would be observed. 
Parker (1979) has pointed out that sheath and wake effects also could 
substantially alter the satellite potentials and current flow. 
EOTV Parasitic Load Due to Thurster Charge-exchange Ions 
An additional sout'ce of parasitic cur~ent for the EOTV is created by 
charge-exchange of ionized neutral gas from the thrusters with the 
energetic ions from the main thruster ion beam. This results in "thenmal" 
ions which may drift into the Langmuir sheath electric field region 
surr-ounding the solar cell array. Once into the field they will be 
accelerated toward the solar cel'~ and produce a paraSitic load. 
Following an approach outlined by H. R. Kaufman (NASA CR-135099) we 
have estimated the resulting parasitic load to the EOTV solar array to 
be 174 MW or 52% (Freeman and Few, 1979). This load is clearly inacceptable 
but it can easily be mitigated by placing a shield between the thrusters 
and the solar array. This shield can consist of an alumnized ka?ton sheet 
stretched across the end of the EOTV. The shield will need to have a 
he,ght comparable to the dimensions of the Langmuir sheath, about 500 m. 
Additionally the low voltage edge of the solar c~ll array should be located 
toward the outside. Similar shieldS should be considered adjacent to the 
ACS thrusters on the SPS itself. 
Non-Steady State 
Until now it has been assumed that the charging currents from the plasma 
are steady. This approach is supported by a study of the time dependent 
charging of a three-axis stabilized spacecraft by Massaro et al., (1977). 
For all the surfaces modeled, they found that the greatest differential 
voltages occurred in the steady state limit, although nearly instantaneol!~ 
changes in absolute potential were observed. However, in order to evaluate 
the effects of "ori-steady charging, we calculated the RC time constant or 
discharge time of the relevant insulators, sapphire and kapton. The RC 
decay time is p~ where p is the resistivity and t the penmittivity. For 
kapton this implies a time constant uf 1 hr, f\)r sapphire, 1 sec. Large 
magnetospheric changes can occur with 1 min - 1 hr time constants (McIlwain, 
1974. Inouye, 1976). Therefore, high voltages can build up on the kapton in 
time intervals short compared to the discharge time. Transient charging is 
not expected to cause differential charging in excess cf the steady state 
predictions. nevertheless, the large kapton tinle constant reinforces the pre-
vious conclusion thrt kapton should be rep1aced with a higher conductivity matcrlel. 
3-Dimensional Model 
All of the foregoing analysis on parasitic loads, plasma induced voltages, 
etc., is based on one-dimensional plasma theory. More precise results require 
a three-dimensional self-consistent computer model which takes into account all 
plasma sources and interactions with reflectors simultaneously. A computer 
program, "PANEL"" written by Dr. Lee Parker (Parker, 1979). provided a convenient 
starting point for our model of the SPS environment. Preliminary results will 
be presented here. They are preliminary since we have not yet included the photo-
electron current (which we showed to be important), nor have we as ye~ included 
space charge effects. Nevertheless, the results ~emonstl~te sever~ lmportant 
features of the sheath around the SPS troughs. 
PANEL ~til1zes a three-dimensional grid whe:"f the sat-
ellite is modeled by fixing potentials at selettp.d grid 
points. Laplace's equation is then satisfied by relaxing 
the free space potentials until Gauss's law is satisfied for 
a box surrounding each point. The currents and power losses 
lre obtained by numerically perfnrming the integral 
co TIl! 2 'If 
J • I dv I dO '0 d~ f (v,e,~) va cose ~ine 
o 0 
where J is the current density, and f is the distribution 
function. The problem is then to evaluate f. For a colli-
sionless steady state plasma. the Vlasov equation 
V • vf + ~ ., • 'Vvf • O. statRs that a distribution function 
is constant along a particle's path in phase space. If f is 
written in terms of a particle's total energy (E • T + V. 
the k i ne.t i.e: p Jus potent ial en/)\rgy), f will be const ant in E 
along the path in real space, rhe integral for J is then 
transformed into a sum using the method of gaussian gradu-
atures which picks key ValUf!S of E. e, and~. These values 
represent trajectories that are traced backwards to either 
source or nonsource regions to determine the value of f. 
Once the current is known it is multiplied by the local 
potential to determine the power loss at that point. 
PANEL is a Laplacian calculation since space charge 
effects are not included in the electrostatic potential 
calculation. The next phase in the development of PANEL is 
to calculate the char~p density for each point in space by 
evaluating the integral 
III Tr/2 2Tr 
N .:, dv l de' dcPf{v, e,cP)v2sine 
000 
in the same manner as described for the current calculation. 
Then PANEL must iterate between the potential relaxation 
routine and the density calculation since the density calcu-
lation depends upon the potential structure for accurate 
trajectories. This is known as the inside-out method (Parker, 1977) because trajectories are traced backwards in 
time. 
Figure 8 illustrates the three dimensional grid used to 
model two interior panels of a trough. Not shown are grid 
points at the intersection of all integer x and y values and 
even values of z. One unit of grid spari!1g corre!;ponds to 
85.0 meters, 9iving model dimensions of 765 m X 425 m. Fixed 
voltages are lndicated on the fiyure. The assumed plasma 
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conditions are Ni • Ne • 2/cm 3, kT1 • 10 keY, kTe • 5 keY. 
For these conditions, the random ttlermal current densities 
are, as before: 
"th,1 • 1.25 x 10·' A/m2 
"th,e • 3.79 x 10.6 A/m2 
rhe dimensionless numbers at selected points on the panels 
are ratios of local average electron current densities to 
the random electron thermal current. For the two panels 
modeled, PANEL traced 864 trajectories per grid square of 
surface. The resuliing total current collected and power 
loss are 6.64 x 10 A. and 5.66 x 102 W for protons and 
2.25 A and 2.72 x 104 W for electrons. Calculated potential 
patterns in the x • 0 plane and y • 3 plane are shown in 
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Note that potentials of only 
1·2 kV extend beyond the upper limits of the trough, justi-
fyi ng our earlier II intermed iate sheath" approx imat ion. 
Photoelectrons from the reflectors and backscattered 
and secondary electrons undoubtably will be important eon-
tributor to the power loss but have not yet been modeled. 
Magnetic protection of the SPS 
The SPS of necessity contains bus bars of current 
10 5 A, routed between the solar panels and the microwave 
antennae. With judicious routing of these bus bars. the SPS 
can create its own protective magnetic barrier, screening 
out all the low energr (~100 eV) plasmaspheric plasma (which 
can cause power drain, and most of the energetic electrons. 
Parker and Oran (1979 have shown that this idea is feasible 
with nominal bus-bar currents. We propose modified bus-bar 
currents to prevent spacecraft fields from mer'ging with the 
earth's magnetic field. Merging can have two harmful ef-
fects: 
;) It can channel energetic particles trapped in the 
Earth's magnetic field towards sensitive areas of the SPS. 
2) It can energize the high density plasmaspheric 
plasma that would otherwise be harmless. 
Previous spacecraft were small in size compared to 
particle gyr·oradii. so magnetic effects were not important. 
The size of the SPS, however. is comparable to particle 
gyroradii, so magnetic effects must be taken into account. (At geosynchronous orbit, a 2 eV proton or 3 keY electron 
has a gyroradius of 2 km; a 50 eV proton or 80 keY electron 
has a gyroradius of 10 km.) In the following. in order to 
estimate these effects (i.e •• to repel trapped particles and 
to minimize energy released in magnetic merging) we assume 
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that it is important to have spacecraft m.,gnet ic fields 
parallel tu ,ensitive areas (e.g., solar cells) and aligned 
with the Ea~th's magnetic field. (Even magnetic fields 
perpendicular to the surface can be beneficial, however, and 
have been considered in Parker and Oran, 1979). 
A solenoidal bus-bar winding yields the best magnetic 
field configuration: at a distance, the field approaches 
that of a dipole, and in the vicinity of the satellite the 
field is parallel to the solar pftnels. The windings tor the 
solenoid should enclose as much area as feasible. This will 
have two benefits: it will maximize the overall dipole 
moment while minimizing the bus bar length and thus IR 
10SSB$, and will minimize the internal field. On the other 
hand, for spatial uniformity, one should have a least one 
turn per kilometer. Some possible cross-sections are shown 
in Fig. 11. This figure is a view from the north end of 
three types of trough-like SPS design and shows one turn of 
the helical winding each. 
The field of the SPS must have sufficient rigid1ty to 
successfully deflect the species desired to be excluded. 
Table 1 show magnetic moments ~ required for various tasks. 
Two possible orientations of the SPS's dipole moment are 
compared: parallel or antiparalle1 to the Earth's dipole 
moment. A parallel orientation, since it adds to the local 
magnetic field, is more efficient at shielding the SPS from 
particle bOI'tlbardment, however, the opposite orientation is 
dynamically more stable, since the SPS's moment will tend to 
align with the Earth's magnetic field. In fact, the moment 
may be used to ba1~nce gravity-sradient torques if the dipole 
moment is large enough. ,For a (uniform) body 22 km long and 
4 km wide of mass 5 x 10 kg, the moment of inertia about an 
axis Pi~pendisu1ar to the length of the satellite would be 
2 x 10 kg-m • The daily + 10 deg tilt of the geosynchro-
nous magnetic field ~ould cause a torque on the satellite of ( ~ x B ) = 1.7 x 10 Nt-m, for a ~ = 1012 A-m2 (corre-
spond;'ng to 0.9 Nt of force on each end). 5i nce the sat-
ellite is so massive, this torque will result in a daily 
sinusoidal tilting motion of the satellite of amplitude ~ 
10- 5 degrees, completely neg1igable. A 10 deg tilt of the 
satellite toward the Earth, in ,~ntrast, will cause a grav-
ity-gradient torque of 2.7 x 10~ Nt-m, or 125 Nt at each 
end, requiring a magnetic moment of 1.5 x 101~ A_m2 to bal-
ance it. Then, however, the 10 deg misalignment between the 
spin axis and the dipole axis of the Earth would become more 
important. In addition, the magnetic fields in the 5P5 
center would be quite large (90 G.). The internal field is 
sensitive to the exact configuration, and can vary by a 
factor of two qr.sq depending on the area and number of turns 
per km. The rlgldlty. on the other hand, is not too sensi-
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tive o~ the exact configuration, being mainly a function of 
overall magnetic moment. 
One reasonable magnetic field configuration is shown in 
Figs. 12 - 14. The dipole moment assumed for these figures 
is the low-field case, 1011 A-m2 per km, 21 km total. All 
components of the field are, of course, linear in the dipole 
moment. This model superposes 21 dipoles at 1 km intervals 
(simul~ting one turn per km). Figure 12 shows vector mag-
netic fields for one quadrant; Fig. 13 shows contours of 
constant IBI, and Fig. 14 shows magnetic field components. 
Here the z-component is measured along the long axis and 
the p component is measured from the long axis. The center 
of the SPS is the lower left corner (z • 0, p • 0). Only 
one quadrant is shown because of symmetry: Bz(z). Bz(-z); 
Bp(z) • -Bp(-z). The field is similar to that of a solenoid 
and is nearly parallel to the long sides of the SPS (and 
therefore to the solar cells), converging at the SPS's north 
and south ends. (The SPS is aligned north-south to minimize 
~be shadowing of one SPS on another jo ,the equinox seasons.) 
The field in Figs. 12 - 14 is strongest at the ends and 
weakest in the center; therefore, fewer wraps (or, more 
likely, less current per wrap) could be used at the ends and 
still obtain the same overall rigidity. A field of 100 
extends to over 7 km from the center, and a field of 20 
extends to 19 km. The overall rigidity at p = 1 km. z = a 
km is roughly 2000Y - km (G-cm). With a magnetic field of 
this orientation and strength. ions < ~'O eV (including all 
the plasmaspheric ~lasma) and electrons < 30 keY (most of 
the plasma sheet electron fluxes) are excl~ded. Higher 
dipole moments would yield more shielding (~ee Table l). 
Thus, it appears that magnetic protection is feasible. 
Because of the convergence of the field, particle fluxes 
will have a tendency to strike only the ends of the long 
axis of the SPS. Simply capping the ends of the SPS. th~n, 
will be sufficient to protect electronics and humans inside 
from the lower-energy particles. Such capping is also useful 
to prevent the plasma from the ion engines from returning to 
the satellite, causing a significant power drain (Freeman 
and Few, 1979). 
Conclusions 
The SPS will certainly interact with its plasma envi-
ronment. It appears that, with relatively minor modifica-
tions to the NASA MSFC baseline design, these interactions 
will not s'ignificantly impair SPS operations. The conclu-
sions and recommendations of this study include: 
1) Arcing is likely to occur on kapton surfaces (the 
solar reflectors and the solar cell back surface blanket) 
13 
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during substonns unless the kapton is replaced by a lowel' t'esistivity 
material (p <; 1019 ohm-em) or current paths from the surfaces to the 
solar cells are provided. 
2) The SPS parasitic load under nonnal conditions will be about 34 MW 
(for a 5 GW array) at geosynchronous orbit. This 0.7% power loss should 
be accomodated by oversizing. 
3) The optimum grounding point at GEO for the SPS solar cell array i'. 
approximately the midpoint on thp. voltage string. At LEO, arcing consid~t'a­
tions demand that the string be blased mostly positive, although the opf.imum 
configuration to mininlize power loss would be substantially negative (~ee 
conclusion 5). 
4) The solar cells may require conductive coatings. The reflector 
panels may require cur,"ent paths linking the front and back sides. LaboratOl-y 
tests in a substonn simulator on ,"eal istic solar panels are recoml11ended to 
detennine the actual arcing probability. 
5) Severe arcing problems are expected for negative portions of the EOTV 
solar cell array at LEO. Overcoming this problem by biasing the array as 
positive as possible will result in high parasitic loads (po\oJer losses on 
the order of 3%). Only a low voltage EOTV solar array should be used. 
6) The SPS will occasionally charge to about -20 kV dur~ng eclipses. An 
active discharge method such as a hot filament electron e~.itter should be 
provided. 
7) A shield st:t'uld be placed aCt~OSS the ends of the EOTV to prevp.nt 
thruster ion feedback to the solar array. Similal' shields may be required 
on the SPS. 
8) Three-dimensional computer modeling of the SPS electric field pattern 
and plasma currents is underuay. The model shows that, for the grounding 
scheme used here, spacecraft electric fields extelld only slightly beyond the 
refl ectors. 
9) Active magnetic plasma shielding is possible through judicious routing 
of bus-bars; pO\oJer drain from additional lengths of bus-bars has not been 
calculated yet. 
10) It is possible to use the internal magnetic field to align the satellite 
(counteracting gravity-gradient torques), but it \oJould require an unreasonably 
large magnetic moment (1.5 x 1014 A-111 2 ). 
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the Earth's magnetosphere (from Mizera and 
Fennell. 1978). 
Flg. 2 Schematic of plasma 
and photoelectron currents. 
Fig. 3 Sketch of the MSFC January 25. 1978. baseline design 
(from Hanley. 1978). 
Fig. 4 Cross-section of a proposed GaA1As solar cell (from 
Hanley, 1978). 
Fig. 5 Idealization of the solar cell blanket, used in cal-
culations of electrostatic potential, for the "worst case" 
plasma fluxes. 
Fig. 6 Summary of voltages on thp. reflectors and solar cells 
surfaces. for solar cells at 1a~ge positive voltages (top). 
1'ar~e nE!gattve'V01t1fges (miOdle). and curing ecllpse (bot-
tom). (Midpoint of the solar cell voltage string is assumed 
to be grounded to the sunlit side of the reflectors.) 
Fig. 7 Sununary of paras;t ic current dens i ties for the SPS 
and the parasitic current and power loss total for one half 
of the Marshall satellite (5 GW system). 
Fig. 8 Computer grid used to model 2 panels of the SPS. (Small numbers on the panel surface are the plasma electron 
current~ normalized to random thermal currents.) 
Fig. 9 Equipotential contours in the yz plane at x : 0 (in-
dicated in Fig. 8). 
Fig. 10 Equipotential contours in the xz plane at y = 3 (in-
dicated in Fig. 8). 
Fig. 11 Recommended curi'ent windings for several SPS con-
figurations (view from north end). 
Fig. 12 Vector magnetic fields 
for a solenoidal current 
configuration, low-field case ( ~ = 1011 A-m2 per km, 21 km 
total). (Z-axis is along the 
spacecraft (z = 0 is the 
center), and p is measured 
from the spacecraft axis; only 
one quadrant is shown, because 
of synrnetry: Bz(-z) = Bz(z); 
Bp(-z) = -Bp(z).) 
18 
Fig. 13 Contours of constant 
IBI for the low-field case. 
On1y one quadrant is shown. 
Fig. 14 Contours of constant Bp and Bz• low-field case. 
19 
20 
Magnetic Moment Required for SPS Tasks 
Task Rigidity Orientation Internal Required 
Required Of Moment Field Moment· (Gauss} A.m2/kmt 
Shielding 2 x lOs ·Parallel 1.3 1 x 1011 
200 eV Antiparallel 4 3 x 1011 
Protons 
and 30 keY 
Electrons 
Shielding 8 x lOs *Parallel 5.3 4 x 1011 
3 KeV *Antiparallel 11 8 x'1011 
Protons 
and 2 MeV 
Electrons 
,sh ie ld i'R9 3 x 10" P·ar.al k1 20 1.5·x 1012 




Magnet ic N/A *Antiparallel 92 7 x 1012 




































































































































ACTIYE SURFACES (SOLAR CELL BLANKEr}: 
i 1 SUNLIGHT ~ ? ~ 
• + J JpHE + JE ~PHE I 
SAPPHIRE 
+6V . t· t -6.6V 20 1I V 
I + 
-22.75 KV +22.75 KV 
KAPTONJ . 
-
t LSOLAR CEll 25 1.1 + 949 V V - 3.3 KV ACTIVE 
-
.J I J_ SURFI\CES 
VOLTAGES SHOWN ARE RELJ\TIVE TO THE lOCAL SOu\R 
. 
CELL VOLTAGE. THEY REPRESEtlT THE IR DROP "~ROSS THE. 
COVER GLASS OR KAPrON BLANKET. 
, 
• THE KAPTON BREAKDOW~J VOLTAGE IS '" 6250 V 
Figure 5 



























































































































































































THE VARIOUS CURRENT DENSITIES ARE: 
JpHE = 3 x 10-9 AMP/CM2 (FOR SAPPHIRE) 
JE (PLASr1A) = 3 x 10-10 AMP/6M2 
I J I (PLAS~1A) = 1 >c 10-11 AMP/cr~2 
TOTAL PARASITIC CURRErII: 
I p ~ 3000 Ar-1PS 
v = 11~375 V 
Pf-PIDBFCTRQN FLaK DlRECfIONS THE PARASITIC POWER IS: 
p p ~ 34 r·1~1 
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CONTOURS OF CONSTANT Bz 




p = distance from long axis, km 
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.-SU-.M ... MA....,R .. VMm. .£QNCLUS J ONS 
1. The very high lightning flash density in ~;.any parts of the United 
States and the large s1 ze of the SPS rectenna requ1 re us to incor"porate 
lightning protection systems in the rectenna design. 
2. A distributed lightning protection system is described in this report 
that will protect the rectenna components from direct lightning strike 
damage and will, in addition, provide reduced induced lightning effects 
in the power and contrnl circuits. 
3. The proposed lightning protection system should be incorporated as a 
structural member of the rectenna support system. viewed as such, the 
lightning protection system will not appreciably increase the total 
material requirements for the rectenna unless materials are used that are 
incapable of safely conducting lightning currents. 
4. The lightning protection design places the conducting elements ~o that 
the microwave shadow cast by protection systems falls along the upper 
edge of the billboard on which it is mounted (and the lower edge of the 
next billboard to the north); these shadow areas are only a slight 
fraction of the collecting area, so the protection elements produce very 
little, if any, additional power loss to the rectenna as a whole. 
5. Individually the microwave diodes are self-protecting with respect to 
"average" lightning and those near the center of the rectenna are safe 
from extreme lightning. However, the series connection of the diodes to 
form 40,000 V strings creates a protection requirement for the string. 
Standard surge protection practices are necessary for the string. 
6. Electric power industries usually attribute 10% of the cost of power 
transmission equipment to lightning protection requirements. If this 
factor is not already included in cost estimates. it should be added. 
; i ; 
Part II 
LIGHTNING PROTECTION OF THE RECTENNA 
ABSTRACT 
Computer simulations and laboratory tests were used t~ evaluate the 
hazard posed by lightning flashes to ground on the SPS rectenna and to make 
recommendations on a lightning protection system for the rectenna. The 
distribution of lightning over the lower 48 of the continental United States 
was detenmined, as were the interactions of lightning with the rectenna and 
the modes i" which those interactions could damage the rectenna. The studies 
showed that lightning protection was both required and feasible. Several 
systems of lightning protection were cons1dered and evaluated. These included 
two systems that employed lightning rods of different lengths and placed on 
top of the rectenna s billboards and a third, distributed system. The distr1· 
buted system is similar to one used by power distribution c~fanies. it con-
sists of short lightning rods all along the length of each b1 lboard that are 
connected by a horizontal wire above the billboard. The system that not only 
affords greater protection than the others considered but offers eas1est 
integration into the rectenna's structural design, was the distributed light-
ning protection system. 
iv 
SUMMARY .Qf..!t1I. .... RE...,COM ........ ME_N_DE ... D LIGtiTrnNG PROTECTlOt~ DESIGN 
Based ufon our reseerch, computer simulations, and laboratory tests with 
a scale mode , we recommend a distributed lightning protection system that 
employs e horizontal conducting member with pOints and grounds placed at every 
bay or billboard (14.69 moters apart). This configuration not only provides 
greater protection than other configurations that were evaluated, it is more 
easily integrated into the structural design of the rectenna. The recommended 
system is shown in Figure 1. 
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The objectives of this study are to evaluate the hazard posed by light-
ning "ashes to ground on the SPS rectenna and to make recommendations for a 
lightning protection system that will pl'ovide sufficient protection to the 
rectenna. For purposes of this study. the SPS rectenna design is based upon 
the data supplied to us by Rockwell International in July. 1978. 
This study has four major components. each with several elements of 
investigation. The components were: lightning distribution. lightning 
interactions, rectenna damage estimates. rectenna protection. The elements of 
each component are listed in Table A. The study plan was to proceed from top 
to bottom evaluating the elements listed in each component. work proceeded in 
a parallel manner for the four components. The organization of this final 
report reverses this nrder by rresent1ng the more important results of the 
study fi rst. then fo 11 owtr.g th 5 wi th the materi a 1 and cons 1 derat ions 1 ead 1 n9 
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I. ANALYSIS OF LIGHTNING ROD PROTECTION CAPABILITIES FOR A CONFIGURATION 
SUITABLE TO THE RECTENNA 
1. Cone of Protection Considerations: 
I. 1.1 Definition and Considerations 
The capability of a vertical conductor to attract a lightning flash 
is described by the cone-of-protection, or perhaps more accurately the 
cone-of-attraction. In theory, any lightning flash that would have 
entered this cone had the vertical conductor not been in place. will 
strike instead the conductor and be shunted to the ground. The method by 
which this process takes place is as follows: 
The lightning stepped leader creates high voltages over a wide 
area on the rectenna because of the large charge on the leader 
tip. At points on the rectenna where the electric field reaches 
breakdown values due to local enhancement factors, upward 
propagating sparks are initiated which move to meet the downward 
propagating stepped leader. The upward propagating spark which 
first makes contact with the leader completes the electrical circuit 
and the lightning flash current will pass through the structure that 
initiated the successful upward going spark. 
The cone of protection is primarily a function of the height of 
the vertical conductor because of the field-enhancement factor which 
enables the taller object to initiate the upward spark before lower 
objects. Other factors enter into the consideration of the cone of 
protection. such as the charge on the leader tip and the velocity of the 
leader, because these factors strongly influence the timing of the 
production of upward sparks and the height at which the spark and leader 
meet. In general, the results of research into this subject have showr, 
that the larger the leader charge, then the larger the angle B of the 
associated cone of protection. Since larger leader charges are usually 
associated with the larger lightning currents, we find a fortunate result 
that the cone of protection increases with the potential hazard of the 
lightning flash. 
It fo11ows then that the angle B of the cone of protection (See 
Figure 2) varies with the particular 1 ightning flash. B = 45 ° is a very 
commonly used design angle in the United States and many of the examples 
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Figure 2 
1.2 Distributed Lightning Protection Systems 
Th~ cone of protection and the experimental data used to evaluate 
are specifically related to the single elevated point t and in most cases 
the system under consideration is 10 to 100 meters in height. As will be 
seen later t lightning protection of the rectenna falls into a class of 
structures that requires distributed lightning protection tactics. 
Figure 3 illustrates a distributed system used by power transmission 
companies. The main pOint is that the cone of protection concept is of 
limited usefulness in the total protection prob1em. We will use it on 
the panel and billboard scale as a technique to make a comparative 
assessment of capabilities of various configurations. 
2. Lightning Rod Protection Configurations Compatible with the SPS Rectenna 
~Ie have considered three different configurations of lightning rod 
systems in this effort. In the smallest scale system considered each rectenna 
panel (0.74m in width) had a short lightning rod attached; see upper example 
in Figure 4. In the medium scale system each rectenna support structure (14.69m apart) or billboard will have an attached lightning rod; see middle 
example in Figure 4. And, in the distributed protection system, short termi-
nals located on each rectenna support structure (14.69m apart) were connected 
by horizontal conducting structures; see lower example in Figure 4. 
As seen in the analysis of the billboard scale system, it is impractical 
to seriously consider larger scale systems. 
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POWER LINES EMPLOY DISTRIBUTED LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS. THIS ILLUSTRATION 
SHOWS A "STATIC" OR GROUNDED PROTECTION WIRE TAKING A STRIKE AND PROTECTING THE 
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2.1 Lightning Rod Proteetion at the Panel Seale 
In this system configuration a relatively short lightning rod is 
positioned at the top of each panel and oriented perpendicular to the panel 
face (see Figure 5). Conceptually the rod is centered on the top of the 
panel, but in practice it could be on the panel edge without altering the 
results of this analysis. 
Let a be the inclination of the rectenna. Figure 6 illustrates the case 
where B. the angle of the cone of protection, is greater than a. This figure 
applies only to the conditions in the vertical plane that passes through the 
lightning rod and is perpendicular to the rectenna face. In this particular 
projection it appears that the short (example 0.74m) lightning rod on the 
panel provides adequate protection to the rectenna. In other projections we 
see that there are, however, IIholes in the armor. lI • 
Figure 7 is an enlargement (dO) of the lightning rod portion of Figure 
6, and defines the parameters to be used in the following discussions. The 





(21) If a + e c 90 0 the intersection is a parabola. () If a + B < 90 0 the intersection is an ellipse. (this is the case illustrated in Figures 6 & 7) (3) If a + e> 90 0 the intersection 1s a hyperbola. 
If we now look at the intersection of the cone of protection with 
the panel for the specific cases above. we see the emergence of the 
protection problem with this type of lightning rod protection configura-
tion. From the geometry of Figure 7 we see that the axis of the cone is 
at R. c L tan a and that the vertex of the coni cis at d :: L 
tan (13- a) relative to the top of the panel. 
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In a coordinate system defined in the rectenna plane with the origin 
at the axis of the cone and the y axis directed north (toward top of 
rectenna) and the x axis directed east, the equation for conic is: 
:!,2cos2JJ + l· (cos20 - s1n2a tan2alcos2a + 2y sin a cos 0 0 1 
L 2tan2 B L 2tan2 B L 
For the parabolic solution this equation reduces to: 
2 2L sin 2 a (y L ) 
x 0 - cos a cos a • 2 cos a cos a 
In figure 8 we have plotted the intersection of cones of prot~ction for 
three lightning rods of lengths 0.185m (01/4 panel width). 0.37m (01/2 panel 
width), and 0.74m (g panel width.) 
In these examples the rectenna inclination angle a is taken to be 45° and 
the cone of protection B is equal to 45°. "he resulting intersections are 
parabolas for the cases depicted in Figure 8. For the parabolic solution the 
cone of protection is parallel to the face of the rectenna in the vertical 
plane bisecting the panel (The view of Figure 6 and 7 except that 
here 0 c B c 45 0) • 
At lower latitude sites (below 40°) the rectenna inclination angle a is 
less than 45° and the 45° cone of protection intersection becomes an ellipse; 
in Figure 6 the vertical projection illustrates the intersection in the plane 
through the lightning rod. The elliptiC solutions leave regions along the 
base of the rectenna unprotected. Hence, the parabolic solutions of Figure S 
and the table (Fig. 9) represent maximum protection capabilities of the cone 
of protection \'1ith the panel scale protection configuration. The small 
ellipse in Figure 11 shows the cone of protection intersection 
for a c 400. B c 45 0, and LeO. 74m. 
2.2 Lightning Rod Protection at the Bay or Billboard Scale 
In this system a longer lightning rod is placed at the center (or 
end) of each bay or billboard making them 14.69m apart. The mathematical 
description here is identical to that for the panel scale system (2.1). 





















THE INTERSECTION OF THE)CONE OF PROTECTION WITH A RECTEnrJA 
PANEL (THE CURVED LINES 1_SHOWr~ H~ THE PLAr~E OF THE PAr:El. 
LIGHTNING ROD LENGTHS = ~~ % AND 1 TIMES THE PANEL WIDTH 
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To n 1 U5t rato tho cono of protoet i on eoncept for thi B eonfi gurat hm we 
uso as an an oxample, 00 400, So 450. and L Q 1.36m ( Ii) 1/2 billboard 
width). Tho resultine intersection is a portion of an ollipse and is shown on 
Figure 12. Evon if these long (1.35m) lightning rods wore placed overy 
14.69m, II 51gn1f1eant fraction of thg rectennil (6.1% or when wo1ghtod by 
onhancement factor 1~~) is unpr@teetod (i.e. is not inside a cone of protecn 
t ion). 
Furthormore. thero are serious mochanical problems ass ~jated with sup-
porting those long (i .e •• over 22 feet) lightning rods. Wo think these 
examples are sufficient to demonstrate that configurations employing fewer 
lightning rods at longer spaCing decreases protection and creates structural 
problems that ultimately will increaso the totol materials requirement. 
For example, if wo wore to increase the length of the lightning rod in 
this configuration to the point that it could offer protection to the 
billboard in front of tho one on which it is mounted ( i.e. to the south). 
then with the appropriate phasing of rods between rO\'/s of billboards we could 
get total protection in the cone of protection context. The length of tho 
rods would neod to be 12m in order to provide this coverage. 
2.3 The Distributed Lightning Protection System 
Tho distributed lightning protection approach replaces the many lightning 
rods with a continuous horizontal conducting structure, as depicted in Figure 
13. The regi on of protect i on nO\,1 becomes the vol ume beneath two planes whose 
intersection is the horizontal protecting structure. This protection tactic 
hi essentially the one employed by tho power transmission companies. The 
angle between the protecting planes and vertical is variable. 45° is thought 
to be adequate but some designs use 30° for extra protection. This line is 
called the "static" by the power companies and this tem is used here for 
convenience. 
Figures 7 and 8 provide the correct geometriC considerations for the 
distributed lightning protection if we interpret the end point of the 
lightning rod to be the location of the static. We note that the figures 
apply anywhere along the rectenna, not just in the specific locations required 
by the lightning rod analysis. 
For consistent comparisons with the other lightning rod systems we will 
use a c 450. Since a < 45 0 for rectennas belm'l 40° latitude, the top edge of 
the rectenna is protected by the stat 1 c for any val ue of L, the di splacement 
distance. If \'Ie try to use a smaller, more conservative value for S, \'1e will 
run into problems in protecting the top edge of the rectenna with any system 
tht does not cast a radio shadow on an active rectenna surface. The design 
constraint that we will use to specify L will be that the southward plane of 
protection intersect the rectenna surface at the base. Therefore, 
L c 12.2m tan (45 0 - a). 
For a in the range 45° to 30°, L has the range of val ues am to 3.3m. Thi s 
simple analysis ignores the protecting capability of the immediate southward 
row of the rectenna on the base of the row being considered. When these 
additional protective effects are considered we find that: 
12 
l 0 6.1m (1 • tan @) 
F@r @ in the rl)n~o 4S I) t@ JJO I). l flt)\., has tho rango Om t@ 2.6m. 
F1gurG 13 givos tho conf1gur~t1@n @f the distributed lightning pr@tocti@n 
system for 0. 0 300. which represents tho most difficult situati@n t@ 
protect. In th1B situati@n the Btatic is displaced by 2.6 metors from the t@p 
e@se @f tho roetenna. n@to that tho 45° planes @f protection provide total 
coverage @f tho rectenna. 
We wish to ~~phasize that the set of horizontal statics not only provide 
total protection in tho sense that lightning flashes are expected t@ hit the 
statics instead of the active reetenno surfaces but that this system also 
reduces tho induced voltages and currents in tho reetenna. \~o estimate that 
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PANEL SCALE PROTECTION COMPARED TO BILLBOARD 
SCALE PROTECT I ON SHO\'IN AS IN FIGURE 8 EXCEPT 
HERE ON A BILLBOARD. 
14 
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FIGURE 13 
DISTRIBUTED LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM 
I LLUSTRATI NG FOR~lARD AND BACK~IARD PRO-








II. SIMULATIONS OF LIGHTNING STRIKES TO THE SPS RECTENNA WITH AND WITHOUT 
PROTECT19.N -=- - -- -=- -=- --=0 
A series of experiments were performed in our electrostatic tRst chamber 
with a scale model of the SPS rectenna. The experiments consi sted of exposing 
the model rectenna to a series of high voltage dischai'ges produced with a 
Tes10 coil. 
The strikes to the rectenna were photographed using time exposures in a 
darkened room. A wi re from the upper pl ate conducted the di scharge to the 
Vicinity of the model rectenna and provided us with a limited control over the 
area of the strike. This allowed us to keep the strikes near the volume in 
focus by the camera. 
Different areas of the model rectenna were protected by different 
systems. and one area was unprotected. The foll owi ng para£;raphs describe 
samples of these experiments: 
1. The Unprotected Rectenna 
Most of the strikes were to the upper edge of the billboard because of 
the larger enhancement factor at that point. Several strikes to the billboard 
face occurred. 
In Figure 14, we see two strikes to the unprotected billboard section, 
one of which is to the billboard face. Notice that these strikes are perpend-
icu1 ar to the face \'/hen near the face i we wou1 d ant i ci pate thi s because the 
equipctentia1 lines are nearly parallel to the face here. 
In Figure 14, we also see for comparison the'three lightning protection 
systems modeled. To the left is the billboard scale system; to the right is 
the panel scale system; and behind the flashes is the distributed lightning 
protection system. 
2. The Panel-Scale Protection System 
The next three figures are examples of strikes photographed on the 
section of the model rectenna that was protected by the panel-scale lightning 
protection system. 
In Figure 15, we see two strikes on the same billboard, both of which 
terminate on the panel-scale lightning rods. 
Figure 16 shows two strikes from a different view going to t\'/o different 
billboards. The panel-scale protection system here is seen to protect only 
the front billboard. Protection is probably greater for real lightning 
because in our experiments we artificially bring the "leader tip" very close 
to the billboard with the wire. 
Multiple strikes to the panel-scale protection system are seen in Figure 
18. One of the strikes goes directly to the billboard face. this type of 
failure will occur in nature, but with lower probability than illustrated 
here. 
17 
3. The Billboard-Seal Lightning Protection System. 
Two sets of experiments w re made with th bi11board-scal lightning 
protection syst m. Th one illustrated in Figure 19 corresponds to rnds of 
length 7.35m. (A second series of strikes were made with rods cut tel ')ne-half 
of this length, but these were photographed in color and are not suitable for 
this r port.) Figure 19 illustrates the capability of these long rods to 
direct lightning to the desired point. 
In Figure 20, we have a side view of a billboard-scale protector taking a 
strike and protecting the billboard-face. Figure 21 illustrates the "h~le in 
the armor" of the billboard-scale lightning protection system. Two flashes 
strike the protection system, but a third strikes the billboards between two 
protectors, as predicted in Figure 12. With real lightning this is less 
likely to happen, but it can and will occur. 
4. The Distributed Lightning Protection System. 
The displacement distance of the static from the billboard was scaled 
from 0.74m to make it correspond to the height of the panel-scale protection 
system. rewer failures-to-protect were observed with this system but they did 
occur. With real lightning, they would be even less likely to occur. 
In Figure 22, we see two strikes to two different billboards from the 
side view. Figure 23 shows two strikes to the same billboards, which were 
rovided with a distributed lightning protection system. One strike is to the 
terminal support rod at the billboard edge. which is the preferred point of 
strike. The other strike goes to the horizontal static line between the 


































1 I. GROU nIt,C; CO ![)[RA 10 ~ fOR TH PRCPOSED LIGHT I G prw [eTIO SYS 
1. Primary [as -\4 st Grounding 
charge 
n 1 a q 
('f t h 
b 
qua 
wi 11 ma ~ 
horizon-
c , on sys m. The 
inr danc- ra hs or 
pa t· 0 he 1 i 9 h -
is absolu ly necessary h h horizon al sta ics have a good lo~v 
irnpedanc conn c ion a hi 11 board dg s . Th a ic should appear 0 be a 
con inuous very low imp danc conduc or in h dir C ion, as illus-
rat d in rigure 24 . 
2. Primary Nor h-Sou h Grounding 
It is also neCCSSJr 
south dir ctions; th r 
thd he s atics ar mu lIdlly yrounded in 
wO m hods of ar.:hi ving this: 
he nor h-
2. 1 Periodic conn c ions nor h-sou h a the level 0 he sa ics . If 
hese nor h-sou h s a ics are aliqned along hr billhoard dg s , then 
here will he li 1 pC\'ler loss du 0 micrOlvave shadows (<;e Figure 24 . ) 
2. 2 In rconn!'c grounding in he no h-solJth dir c ion a th sur ace 
or suh- sur dC 1 eve 1 (see fi gur 25) can 01 so he used , but hi s apf) rO ,1C h 
creates a higher imp dance to north-south curren s on h s atic system . 
2. 3 A surface level grounding network is required in addition 0 he 
primary s atic grounding ne wor~ . The surfac n twork Il1US handl t he 
redistri u ion 0 induced charg on he rec enna surfdces and power 
dlS ribu ion ys ems and i provid·c; a saf working environm n at tf-Je 
surface level . ras -w S cun inui y with low inp danr conn c ions rnus 
be provid d a he hase of he r c rnna support struc ur s , and nor h-
south con inui y wi h low ir:lpedance connec io s as discu sed in : . 2 and 
il1ustrat d in figure 25 1'1uSt be provided . Figur 26 ighligh s n 
su rfac 1 vel grounding ne wor . 
2. 4. lnt rconn c ions betwee,l he primary and surfac grounding n tworl s 
should be pr ovided y the vertical conductors loca d at every hillboard 
upper corn r; h'se are th same s ructures on which are mount d he 
terminals and supports for th atics . The ver ical int rconn ctions 
an' highligh e1 in rigure 27 . 
2. 5 Th I ul ima e or final component of the grounding sys erl;s he tie-
in to Ea r h ground . A r gular in ervals in he rec enna a de p ~ar h 
grolJndir]9 rod .ql~S. I'e ortven in ~ he soil 0 rldke good con act wlth a 
conduct' ng 501 10r eartll grolln " 
T organiza lon of the ear h grounding sys m should be along diagonals . 
as illustra ed in Flgur 28 . Here we se a the placcmen of ar h ground 
at every four h illboard bu on a diagonal produces a grid such a 
ligh ning striking h primary grounding ne \'lOr will never have to travel 
More than 30 meters along the eas -wes conduc ors before finding a ~round. or 
32 me ers along the nor h-south conductors (for a rec enna wi h a 40 inclina-
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VE RTICAL INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN PRIMARY 







































IV. MATERIALS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR LIGHTNING PROTECTION 
It is premature to specify the fi na1 form for the materi a1 s for the 
lightning protection system. We think that the system should be integrated 
into the structural design of the rectenna itself; in this case many other 
considerations are necessary in addition to the capability to conduct 
lightning currents. The data displayed in Figure 29 (H. Baatz, Protection of 
Structures, in Lightning Vol. 1., ed. by R.H. Golde) 'f,~ useful for order-of-
magnitude estimates of the lightning current requirements. 
Example: If the design pecmits a 100 0 C temperature rise in an2aluminum member carrying 105 Amps for 10° seconds, we need approximately 3 mm crossec-
tional area of aluminum material in the conductor. 2Note that the recommended 
crossections for building codes are larger (-80 mm ) indicating designs for 
lower temperature operation plus safety margins. 
The lightning conductor need not be solid. From a structural point of 
view a tubular or other extruded shape would be preferable. Such configura-
tions are compatible also with the lightning protection recommendations. 
35 
Specific values of materials for wire 
Material Steel Copper Alu:ninium 
Density (g/cm-~) 7-7 8-92 2-7 
Electrical resistance (.0. mm-% m-I ) 0-17 0'0178 0·029 
Heat (cal °C-l g-l) 0-115 0·093 0·023 














i1 t:. a.,...:.,.. .= ... I 
2 4 
H- .JtL Q(l ,... -,4 
Temperature rise of conducttors a'S fcncl;;m of current square impulse per 
cross-section square; Cu = cOIJper. A~ = aeuininium, ST = steel, CRS = cor-
rosion-resistant steel. 


























.. Lowest cross-sections used in some countries_ 
" Not for use below ground_ 
Dimension 
Rod Strip 
(mm, radius) (mm x mm) 
8 20x2-S 
12 30x3-S 






FIGURE 29 36 
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V. ~STIMATE OF POWER LOSS FROr~ THE BEAM 
A rough maximum estimate of the power loss from the microwave beam due to 
the lightning protection devices can be obtained by assuming that the micro .. 
wave shadow cast by the static lightning protection system is twice the 
crossectional area of the devices. We assume that the c2nductors are 2 cm 
wide of 1 mm thickness tubular material, providing 60 mm of crossectional 
area for conducting. The assumed shadow of these structures is approximately 
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VI. MICROWAVE DIODE FAILURES DUE TO INDUCED CURRENT TRANSIENTS 
The 25 W S GaAs diodes IIsed in the design of the SPS rectenna have not 
been produced and no failure data is available for these devices, In order to 
obtain estimates of failure power of the diodes in the design, we used the 
specification data for the HP5082-2824 nlicrowave di~de and scaled the charac-
teristics to 25 W using the "Wunsch relationship" described in the references 
below. We also obtained advice directly from Dr. D.C. Wunsch regarding the 
extrapolat~d power failure current. 
1. Defense Department Report 0224-13042-1 EMP, Susceptibility of 
Semiconductor Components, dated September, 1974. 
2. Defense Department Report 0224-10022-1 EMP, Electronic Analysis 
Handbook, dated May, 1973. 
3. Defense Department Report 0224-10019-1 EMP, Electronic Design 
Handbook, dated April, 1973. 
Figure 31 shows the predicted failure power for 25 watt diodes, as a function 
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VII. COMPU'fER SIMULATION Or ELECTROSTATIC FIF.LO AROUND AN SPS RECTENNA 
The electrostatic fields produced by th~ charges on the lightning channel 
induce charges on the rectenna and on the lightning protection conduetors. 
Changes in this electrostatic field require a redistribution of charge on the 
rectenna system; the resulting currents can cause diode failure even with a 
1ightning grounding system in place, One output of the computer simulation of 
the electrostatic field around the SPS rectenna is an evaluation of the 
induced current on the rectenna ~/ith and wi thout the recommended 11 ghtni ng 
protection equipment. 
An additional output from the computer simulation is the potential around 
the rectenna billboard enabling us to estimate the enhancement factors of the 
electric field due to the billboard shape. 
The algorithm used in the simulation computes an array of values for the 
potential around the middle of five infinitely long billboards, We assume 
here that the contribution to the; local potential from billboards further a~/ay 
is ignorably small. The surface charge distribution on the billboards is 
simulated with ten infinitely long line charges evenly spaced along the bill-
board. The value for the line charges is determined interactively with the 
computer to produce a zero potent i a1 contour that has the same shape as the 
bil1bDard~ Figure 32 illustrates this s1mulation~ 
In order to compute the potential, we will need U(x,y), the electrostatic 
potential at a point (x,y) in free space, where the coord'inate system is such 
that the line of electrical charges giving rise to the potential is located at 
the origin. If we call the y-coordinate the height h, then U(x,H) is the 
electr~;:,tatic potential at X and h of a line charge A (coulomb/n!eter) at a 
heiyht d directly above the point x ~ O. There is also a contribution to U 
from the image charge. Thus, 1/2 
2 2 U (x, h) :: .. -L , n [X + (h .. d)] • 
21Tfh x2 + (H + d)2 
From this, the potential distribution around the rectenna may be calculated. 
Let U(l,h) be the potential at x :: 1 and y :: h due to a periodic system of 
line charges simulating the rectenna (see Figure 31.) We then have that 
_ N. M. ..1L (1 .. LLi .. 1J .. Xj r + (h .. sxd'f 1/2 
U(l,h) -1='1 j='1(- 2,.0)ln[ (1- L[i -lJ _ x)1 + (h~ $Xj / 1 , 
where the free-space value for the dielectric constant is assumed and whera 
; = Billboard number, 
j ;: Line charge number on bi11board i, 
s;: Slope of billboard (= tan ex), 
M ::: Number of line charges (= 10), 







































































































































































































































In the presence of a uniform electric field of 100,000 volts/meter (directed upward), ten line charges have been sp.lected to produce the array of 
values shown in Figure 33. Three potential contours have been sketched (zero, 
10,000 V, and 100,000 V) around the ten line charges on the billboard. The 
zero contour follows closely the position of the billboard surface, as 
required by the simulation algorithm. Note how closely spaced the contours 
are at the top edge of the billboard. Electric field enhancement factors of 
at least 6.5 exist in this region based upon our simulations. Higher 
resolution simulations would be required to refine the enhancement factor 
estimates. 
The values obtained for the 10 individual line charges found fot the 
sol ution shown in Figure 33 are (in JJ Coul-/m): 
0.36,0.465,0.572,0.679,0.924,1.02,1.14,1.78,2.91,4.14. 
We can convert these to a surface charge density by dividing each value 
by the billboard distance represented by the line charge. The first line 
charge serves apprOXimately 3/2 02i~4 m); the last line charge 
serves 1/2 (12ia4 m); and all others are associated with a length (12iS4 m). 
Figure 34 is a plot of charge/unit area (JJ cou1./m2 ) on the billboard as a 
function of length (northward) along the billboard surface. 
When an additional line charge in placed at the position of the lightning 
static, and all of line charge values are adjusted to the new configuration, 
we find the simulated potential function around a protected billboard - Figure 
35. The placement of the static in this example is based upon the discussion 
in Section 1.2.3., with L :::0.98m, corresponding to a= 40°. The charge/unit 
length for the static is 4.6 p Coul ./m. The charge/unit lengths for the ten 
billboard line charges in (JJ Coul./m) are: 
0.315, 0.47, 0.51, 0.57, 0.87, 0.89, 0.90, 1.35, 1.78, 2.1. 
These line charges may be compared with the unprotected billboard charges 
corresponding to the solutions of Figure 35. The protected billboard charges 
approach approximately one-half of the corresponding unprotected charges. 
The line charges used to simulate the rectenna are normalized to a 
charge/unit area through division by the associated lengths, as previously 
described, to obtain the induced charge distribution on the protected rectenna 
bill board. 
Figure 36 is a plot of charge/unit area in ~ou1./m2 as a function of the 
distance (northward) along the billboard face. 
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-7£4 -2£4 -3£4 -4£4 -6E4 
-7£4 -6E4 -2E4 'J£4 -4£4 -5£4 
-6E4 -4£4 -2£4 -3£4 -4£4 -5E4 
-7E4 -6£4 -5E4 'JE4 -2E4 -2E4 -3£4 -4£4 
-6£4 -5£4 -4E4 -2E4 -2£4 -3E4 -4E4 
-6£4 -5E4 -3E4 3E3 3E3 l E3 -tEl -5E3 -2£4 "JE4 -4£4 
-5E4 -4£4 3£3 2~ j -IE3 -4E3 -2E4 -2E4 -3£4 -4E4 -3£4 2£3 E3 4£ -2E3 -4E3 -2q -2E4 -3E4 
-3E4 2E3 2E3 lE3 '1 "- -IE3 -4E3 7 E3 -1E4 -2E4 -2E4 
-2E4 2E3 2E3 lrJ -J -IE3 -3E3 -6E3 -1£.1 -2E4 -2£4 
2£3 2E3 1£3 ]'2 /'1 -1£3 'JE3 -5£3 2£3 lE3 9E2 5E2 7Et -9E2 -2E3 -3E3 ;)10,) /IOJ '1t.~ 10.1000 VOLT 1E3 lE3 81;:2 6E2 3E2 . -7El -6E2 -1£3 -2EJ -4E3 -5E3 -6E3 -B£3 
7E2 5E2 4E2 3£1 2E2 . -4E1 "JE2 7£,} -1E3 -2£3 -2E3 -3E3 -4E3 POTENTIAL 
OEO OEO OEO ;QEO OEO OEQ OEO OEO OEO OEO o£o OEO O~O OEO 
ZERO POTENTIAL 
ct LOCATION OF LINE CHARGES SIMULATING BILLBOARD 
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ct LOCATION OF LINE CHARGES SIMULATING BILLBOARD 
FIGURE 35-
-2E4 
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VI I I. CO~1PUTATION OF LIGHTNING ELECTRIC FIELDS 
In section VII, a rectenna was simulated in the presence of a unifonn 
electric field of 100,000 Volts. The induced surface charges derived from the 
simulation are directly proportioned to the imposed electric field strength. 
In this section \'I'e describe a computer program that was written to derive 
values for the lightning-produced electric fields as a function of time and of 
di stance from "gt'ound zero" - the poi nt of stri ke. \~e have run the program 
for a range of lightning parameters obtained from actual measurements reported 
in the literature. 
The program computes the contribution to the electric field from the 
thundercloud charge center participating in the cloud-to-ground flash, the 
charge on the lightning channel, and the images of these charges. All charges 
are allowed to vary with time in a manner consistent with observations [TerM 
restial Environment ill.imatic) Criteria Guidelines for Use in Aerospace 
Veh; cl e Davel 0fment z 1977 Rev; s; on; Edi ted by John I~. Kaufman, NASA Technical 
'Memorandum 781 8J. -
Figure 37 displays the relevant equations and configurations COVering the 
leader phases of the computation. 
In Figure 38 the equations and conditions during the return stroke por-
tion are shown. The program used in computing thp fields is provided in the 
appendi):. 
The material following Figure 38 I"lrovides the tabular and graphic data 
used in these computations for the return stroke phase. These data are 
contained in Figures (39-44) inclusive. 
The output of the computer program is a "blow-by-blow" history of the 
electrical field at a specified distance from ground zero as a function of 
tirle. Figure 45 displays one section of the output from one of the computer 
runs. This corresponds to a worst-case situdtion, 10 meters away from the 
very-se\ere-model. The units of time are seconds(along the abscissa), and the 
units ot the ordinate are kilovolts per meter. 
Table 8.4 in figure 46 provides a summary of the output for the various 
computer runs. Listed are the peak negative fields, the p~ak positive fields (when positive fields occur), and the l£ and 6T for the portion of the flash 
with the peak rate of change of electric field. 
These values are our input data to the computation of diode failure when 
used in conjunction with the induced surface charge results of the rectenna 
electrostatic simulation~. 
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STEPPED OR DART LEADER PROCESSES: 
INITIAL SPECIFICATIONS 
TfMPORAL FUNCTIONS: 
x = V - V T a L 
Q = Q - P Cy - X) a L 
Ya (",5 KM) 
Q
a 
(,..., -10 Cou I) 
. VL ("V 105 ~1/ s) 




P = PL = QJ'to 
SOLVE FOR EL CT)D) FOR T~ T L \'lHERE 
TL = CVo -XL)/ VL 
XL (rv 50 METERS) 
FOR T>TL ) EL CT)D) = E\... CTL)D) 
FIGURE 3.7 





D -< 'I i :i> D 
/ I / I I / I I I / I / / / I I I I 
_ 2P 1/2 - + ~ 1 1 ~ E - 47fEo CD2 + X2) (D2 + y2)1/2 
2 QY' a 
tIff Co (D2 + Y02)312 
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RETURN STROKE PROCESS: 
INITIAL SPECIFICATIONS 
TEMPORAL FUNCTIONS: 
y = V T' R 
/ 
" 
YOJ QOJ QL 
SAME AS LEADER PROCESS 
T' = T-T 
L "7 
V R C ~ 5 x 10 M/ s) 
f 
_ 1 I '[SIGN 
x - 0 ~ OPPOSITE 
I (T) i : I , TO Qo 
P = 5 Id.T/Y 1. FOR Y<" YO 
Q = 0 ) 
p = s IciT/YO] FOR Y 7YO AND P~- PL 
Q = 0 
P = -P L } FOR Y)"Y a AND P /" -p L 
Q = rId T + QL AND Q < _ (Q - Q) 
- .... a L 
SOLVE FOR ER (T'/D) FOR T 7 T L OR T';> a 
TOTAL FIELD ETCT1D) = EL (TL~D) + ER (TJD) 

















D -< 'I I :i> D 
/'1/1// / I I 11///1111 
2' 112 - + f 1 1 ~ E = 4!ri-ED (D2 + X2) CD2 + y2)1/2 
'2' GlYo 
llif Co (D2 + V/>312 
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DETAILS OF A VERY SEVERE LIGHTNING MODEL (MODEL 1) 
I Stage Key Points 
I 
Rate of Current Change Charge Passing 
I 
1- First Relurn t= 0 i= 0 
} Linear Rise - 100 kAlps Stroke Surge 
t = 2 Jls i= 200 kA 0.2 C'" 
t= 100 Jls i= 7kA . } Linear Fall- 193 kA in '98ps "'" 10.2 C 
2. First Stroke t = 100 JLs i= 7kA 
} Linear Fall - 6 kA in 4. 9 ms 
I 
Intermediate t= 5 ms i= 1 kA 19.6 C Current 
3. Continuing t= 5 IDS i= 1 kA 
} Linear Fall- 600 A in 50 ms Current-- t= 55 ms i = 400 A 35.0 C First Phas~ 
, 
4. Continuing t= 55 ms i = 400 A 
Current--
t= 355 IDS i= 400 A Steady Current 120.0 C Second Phase 
5. Second Return t = 355 IDS i = 400 A } 
Stroke Surge t = 355.002 IDS i = 100 kAt \ L~near Rise.... 50 kAI ~s .... 0.1 C 
t = 355. 1 IDS i = 3. 5 kA:'} Lmear Fall - 96. 5 kA In 9811S .... 5.1 C 
6. Second Stroke t= 355.1 IDS i = 3.5 kA 
} Linear Fall - 3 itA in 4.9 ms Intermediate 
t= 360 ms i = 500 A 9.8 C Current 





















































355.1 ms 360ms 
DIAGRAMMA TIC REPRESENTATION OF A VERY SEVERE IJGHTNlNG MODEL 
(MODEL 1) (Note that the' diagram is not to scale) 
FIGURE 40 52 
DETAILS OF A 98 PERCENTILE PEAK CURRENT IJGHTNING MODEL (MODEL 2) 
Stage Key Points Rate of Current Change Charge Passing 
1. First Return t= 0 i = 0 ,} Linear Rise - 20 kA/p.s O.3C Stroke Surge 
t = 5 f1.S i 100 kAl} Linear Fall- 96.5 kA in 95 JlS ..., 4.9 C 
t = 100 f1.s i 3. ~ kA 
2. First Stroke t = 100 f1.S i 3.51u\ } Linear Fall - 3 kA in 4.9 InS 9.8C Intermediate 
t= 5 ms i 500 A Current 
I 
3. Continuing t= 5ms i 500A } Linear F".ill- 300 A in 50 ms 17.5 C Current--
t= 55 ms i 200 A First Phase 
4. Continuing t= 55 ms i 200 A Steady Current 60 C Current--

























• : CURRENT 
• • 
• ; FIRST PHASE 
• _ t 
II 
lOOps 5ms 
--! 20M 2OOA~ 
; CONTINUING CURRENT : 
( SECOND PHASE : 
, l.--- .- ------.... -, 
55ms 355ms 
TIME INCREASING ~ 
DIAGRAIVThIA TIC REPRESENT A TION OF A 98 PERCENTILE PEAK CURRENT 
LIGHTNING MODEL (MODEL 2) (Note that the diagram is not to scale.) 
FIGURE 42 53 
DETAILS OF AN AVERAGE LIGHTNING :MODEL (MODEL 3) 
Stage Key Points 'R~te of Current Change Charge Passing I 
} I 1 : 1. First Return t= 0 i= 0 Linear Rise - 4 kA/p.s 0.1 C Stroke Surge 
t = 5 p.s i= 20 kA } Linear Fa1l- 18 kA in 95 JIB ..... 1.0 C t= 100 p.s i= 2kA 
2. First StroJ.~e t= 100 p.s i= 2 kA } Linear Fall - 1.7 kA in 4. 9 ms 5.6 C Interm>';}ruate 
t = fi ms i = 300 A Current 
3. Continuing t= 5ms i= 300 A } Linear Fall - 200 A in 50 IDS 10.0 C Current -- . i= 100 A t= 55 ms Ffrst Phase 
-
4. Continuing t= 55 rus i= 100 A Steady Current 30.0 C Current-=-- t= 355 ms i= 100 A Second Phase 
-----_._-_.- - --- -- - -- I 
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:FIRST TO---... --i,onA 'OOA~ 
ISTROKE l. --... . .~~ 
11NTERMEDIATEl CONTINUING ---:9 
lCURRENT : CURRENT : E . CONTINUING CURRENT 1-: I . 
: FI RST PHASE : SECOND PHASE 1 : 
~- f 
·100J!S 5ms 55ms 355 P'..i 
TIME DNCREASING .. 
DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF AN AVERAGE IJGHTNING MODEL 
(MODEL 3) (Note that the diagram is not to scale.) 


















































































VERY SEVERE ~ rODEL 98 PEtCENI'ILE MODEL AVEAA.GE HODEL 
Peak Peak !:.E/LT Peak Peak tE/bT Peak Peak f.E/LT 
Di:;tance hegative Positive Peak Xegative Positive Peak Negative Positive Pea.k 
-8.SXlOs 2.8XI06 2.2X106 -S.95XI0 5 L8IXID 6 6.46Xlr s -5.09XI0 5 L30XI06 5.68XH}5 
10 m 
l.2XlO- s 3.00XI0- 6 Z.59XIO- s 
-5.7XlO s 1. 7XIO s 4.37XIOs -3. 88XIO s 1.04XIOs 3. 59XIOs -3. H)XlO s 6.IXIO" 1. 14X105 
50 m 
2.2XlO- 5 2.5X1O- s 2.SnXlO- s 
-3.49XIOs 2. 49XI0 4 2.1SXlOs -2.36XIOs L75XI0 5 -1. 85XIOs 5.47X1O" 
100 m N/A N/A 
2.2XIO- s 2.5 XlO- s .3.5X ur s 
-8.94XI0 4 3. 79XI04 -6.15XI0 4 2.96XIOlt -S.12XIO" 
500 m ~/A N/A N/A N/A 
3.2 XlO- s 4.SX 10- s 
-S.35XI0 4 1. 69X104 -2.6IXIOlt 1-3.29XI04 
1000 M N,'A I N/A N/A N/A ~T/4 ., . 
4.2X10- s I 
FIGURE 46 57 
IX. COMPUTATIONS OF DIODE FAILURE 
We are now to the point of having generated all of the data that are 
required to evaluate the conditions under which the microwave rectifier diodes 
will fail due to induced currents from nearby lightning flashes. For a 
given t£ and llT (from Table 8.4) we obtain from Figure 31 the powe;r required 
for diode failure and from Figure 32 the induced charge/unit area on the 
rectenna surface. We assume that a diode designed to operate at 67 V will 
have a breakdown voltage of about 100 Volts. 
The surface area of the rectenna that has an induced surface charge of 
the size sufficient to cause diode failure ;s then computed from comparison 
with areas of the t'ectenna served by individual diodes and by series strings 
of diodes. Sample computations follow. 
SA~IPLE CO~IPUTATION OF DIODE FAILURE 
(98TH PERCENTILE - 10 METER - NO PROTECTION) 
1. 98 percent il e model - 10 meters: AT::: 3 x 10- 6 and t:f. ::: 6.46 x 105• 
2. Expect~~d diode failure powel" from Figure 30: 250 Wgtts. 4 
3. Energy dissipated in the diode: 250 Watts x 3 x 1- s::: 7.5 x 10· 
JOUles. 
4. Charge transferred across 100 Volts diode breakdown voltage::: 7.5 x 10-6 
Coulombs. 
5. From t:f.. ;g ste~ 1 and fi gure 37, the6 indu~ed charge/unit area 
c 3 x10· c/m x 6.46 c 19.38 x 10· c/m. 
6. From steps 4 and 6, the rectenna area with slwface char~e equivalent to 
the charge required to caur.e diode failure is: 0.39 m . 
7. Area served by diodes: rectenna center, 
25 watts 2 25 watts 2 ~~~2 :: 0.11 m ; rectenna edge, 2:: 2.5 m • 
230 w/m 10 w/m 
8. Compare 6 with 7: single diode configuration near rectenna center ;s 
safe. Single diode configuration near rectenna edge is vulnerable. 
9. However, the diodes are to be put in series (597 to a string) hence the 
diodes near the bottom must carryall of the induced current to the 
entire string. For these bottom-string diodes the area ~erved with 
res~ect to the induced charge is: rectenna center, 60 m ; rectenna edge, 
1400 m2 • 
10. To protect against the 98 percentile flash within 10 meters of ground 
zero would require fast surge protection diodes (back to back zeners) on 
all diodes in the rectenna. This extent of protection may not be cost 
effective; however the considerations in Section X indicate that simpler 
protection arrangements will probably be effective near the rectenna 
.;enter. 
FAILURES PRODUCED BY THE AVERAGE LIGHTNING FLASH 
The situation considered here is the extent of the protection required 
for an II average" 1 i ghtni I1g fl ash if vie are will i n9 to accept 1 asses fl'om the 
extreme cases. 
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The computation sequence follows the same procedure described inmediately 
above. Here we use data for the average fl ash from Tabl e 8.4 at a 10 m 
distance from ground zero. 
SAMPLE COMPUTATION OF DIODE FAILURE (AVERAGE FLASH, 10 ~1, WITH IISTATIC" PROTECTION) 
1. From Table 8.4: If.:: ~.68 x 105 vim; AT :: 2.59 x 10" 5s• 
2. From Fi gure 6.1: 8Q watts. 3 
3. 80 w x ~. S9 x 10 .. :.> S ~ 2 x 10" Joul eSt 
4. 2 x 10" coulombs. 6 6 2 
5. From 1 and Figure 38: 1.5 X21O- x 5.68 ~I 8.52 x 10· coul/m. 6. From 4 and 5: Area:: 2.35 m • 
7. Since the rec~enna area served by individnal diodes even on the 
edge < 2.5 m , the individual diodes are self-protecting and able to take 
an "average" lightning flash. 
8. However, when arranged in a series stack of 597, the diodes at the 
bottom of the stack must conduct the induced currents for the whole 
stack. The diodes cannot safely carry these currents. 
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X. LIGHTNING PROTECTION FOR SERIES DIODE STRINGS 
As demonstrated in Section IX, the connection of microwave rectifier 
diodes in series requires special lightning protection considerations. We 
cannot make specific recommendations for these protection devices at this time 
because the rectenna current design is not advanced to the point that allows 
such detailed analysis. Rockwell International has provided us with sn equiv~ 
alent circuit for the rectenna; a slightly modified form of that circuit is 
shown in Figure 46. We have assumed that the series connections are to be 
made at the points indicated by the large spots and that the output filler 
operates around 30 Hz. A series string of rectenna e1ements of this design 
can be protected with a variety of methods. One cost-effective means is a 
spark gap arrangement incorporated in the diode feedthroughs, or the output 
filter inductors, or on the billboard configuration itself. 
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RECTENNA EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AT 2.45 GHz 
250.fL I 











T 67 "PC 
• •• L I " j ~ 
I .r_ I ~r----------
I SERIES 
I _ I CONNECTION 
I~DIODE > I~OUTPUT FILTER 




XI. CLOllD .. TO-GROUND LIGHTNING DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED STATES 
In order to have a \-/orking estimate of the hazat"d pt'esented by 1 ightning 
to rectennas, \'1e need to know thr. cloud-to-ground 1 i ghtni n9 fl ash density for 
various possible rectenna sites ~n the United States. The cloud-to-ground 
lightning flash density (in #/km for example) is not a parameter that is 
measured as a climatological variable. We have found it necessary to use the 
number-of-thunderstorm days as a proxy variable because it is available as a 
climatological variable. Figure 47 gives contours of annual number-of-
thunderstorm days. 
XI.l. Pierce Conversion Fonnula 
Several attempts have been made to derive a conversion formul a to convet"t 
thunderstonn days into the flash density by using lightning flash counters in 
research areas for correlation with the count of thunderstorm days. The best 
of the various conversion formulas is that due to E.T. Pierce ("A Relationship 
Between Thunderstorm Days and Lightning Flash Density,1i Trans. AGU, .12., 686, 
1967.) The Pierce formula (as does most others) has J quadl'atic tenH, \"hich 
reflects the relationship between frequencies of local storms and stalin 
intensity. In addition, the fOlillula utilizes the monthly thunderstonn days as 
opposed to the annual average in order to incorporate seasonal effects in the 
conversi on forrnul a. 
Thi s formul a is 
224 
'f.l = aT~l '" a T~l ' 
where: T~l:: month~y number of thunderstonn days and 'l-l; s the monthly ground 
flash density (#km /Mt.) The parameter a is, 
a :: 3 x 10- 2 
If a is the annual ground fl ash density (# km-2 /yr. ), then 
cr = ~1 aM' 
XI.2. Climatological Data -- Number of Thunderstonn Days 
The inputs needed to compute the u.s. Distribution of ground lightning 
flash density are: (1) The monthly nlllnbet" of thunderstOtll1 days fOl' all U.S. 
stations recording these observations, (2) the coordinates of the observing 
sites, and (3) the computer software to compute the density and display the 
results geographically. 
Items 1 and 2 were obtained from "Local Climatological Datd - Annual 
Summari es for 1977" publ i shed by The Nati onal Oceanic and Atmospheric Admi ni s-
tration on magnetic tape. The geographic plotting software of Item 3 was 
obtained from The National Technical Information Service, and the computer 
programming was done by J.L. Bohannon at Rice. 
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A detailed list of flash density for all of the stations used is provided 
in the Appendix, 
Note the hot spots on the contours in Figure 48 that result wh~n stations 
are looated near geogY'aphi c features that promote local thunderstonns. There 
are probably other similar hot spots in the U.s. that do not show up on this 
display because of the absence of an observing station nearby. 
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Computer programs developed under this contract. 
All programs are 1n ~uRTRAN U, unless otherwise specified. All of the 
programs were run on an IBM 370/155 and/or an Itel AS/6 computer. 
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Apendix A 
Computer Program PANEL: 
A Computer Model of the SPS Plasma Interaction 
The following pages are the listing of the program "PAN~I.,l1 written to 
model the interaction of a high voltage solar array ~/1th an ambient Maxwellian 
plasma. The program was originally written by Dr', Lee W. Parker and was 
modified for application to the SPS problem by David L. Cooke. 
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r s:~ OU 12 
1St: 0013 
ISlJ 0014 







1 SI: 0022 {sa 0023 
lSI; 00'24 






T S!l 1)1) 31 
1St: 0932 
lSI: 0033 
I s~, no 3" 
I~k~ 1J03:-
I SU O1.J3{, 
T~~4 ~Q37 





1 $U 0044 
1 S!Z 0045 
ISU ~Hl4b 
lSU lHi47 
COMPILER OPTIONS - HAKE= HAIn OPT=02,LIUECNT=60 SIIE=OOOOK 
SDURCE.EBcolc,NOLIST,NOOECK,l6AD,HAP,UOEhIT,NOID.NOXREF 
c 















100 READCL,9999,END=99) DATE 
9999 FDR~Ar(20A4) 
2 ~aITECK,999B) DiTE 
9998 F3~~~T(42~(lSDLAR PANEL ELECTRIC FIELD AND CURRENTS. ,20A4) 
















;{f:rd; P/dlEl POTE!HIAlS 
~EA~Cl,l16)(VP(I),I=l,IV),VRF 
RfhD(L.l11)SKP1FL,SKPLST,ILXJIUX,KLK,KUK,HBC,HBO,NFPS,SKPCO 




JJ~l = ,JJ V f-JV-1 
on 150 1 = lIM.IIMl 
O~ 15~ J = JJM,JJHl 
III = Ifl-rI~ 
~~=tlF(JJJ,l) 
xen,!) = VP(III) 
Xei,?) = 1 
cmart/UE 
CONSTRUCT REFLECTORS 
If(SKPRFL.EO.l)GO TO 163 
DO 169 I = IlX,LUX 
DO 160 K = ~lK,r.UK 
J.t =- !';BC-K 
:-rn' = N F ( I , J ~ , K) 
X oal, 1) = VRF 











































r sr~ 0072 






I SII 0079 
ISN 0000 









































J\ol = K+HBD 
NW = NF(I,JW'.K) 
X(NW.2) = 1 
X(N\ol,l) = VRF 
CONTINUE 
\.IRITECM,231) VRF 
FORMAT{IIIX,'REFLECTOR POTENTIAL = ',lPE15.5) 
READ ADDITIONAL FIXEO POTENTIALS 
IFCNFPS.lE.3)GO TO 220 
\olRITECM,11S) 
FORMAT(II'ADOITIONAL FIX EO POTENTIALS'I 
14(6X,'POT',7X,'!',3X,'JY,3X,'Kl )) 
DO 170 NOC = 1,NFPS,4 
READCL,119)(VFC(I),IFCI),JF(I),KFCI),I:1.4) 
FORMAT(4CE8.0,3I4)) 
\olRITECM,117)(VFCCI),IFCI),JF(I),KF(I), 1=1,4 ) 
FORHATC/4C3X,lPEIO.2 J 3I4)) 
DO rIo 1=1,4 


















FORHATCIIIX,I3.18H POSITIVE X-V~LueSI 
1 lX,I3,18H ~EGArIVE X-VALUES/ 
2 lX,I3,lBHPOSITIVE Y-VALUESI 
3 lX,I3,181i 'lEGATIVE Y .. VALUESI 




4 lX,I3,25H I-VALUES (POSITIVE'ONlY)/ 
5 1X,I3,331f POSITIVE X-VALUES DEFINING PANEll 
6 IX, I3,33H POSITIVE V-VALUES DEFINING PANEL) 
FORHATC8EIO.0) 
FORH"T(16~5.0) 
FORHAT(/IIX,27HX-VALUES POSITIVE ON PANEl=/(I3.1PE15.4)) 
FORKATCI11X,35HX-VALUES POSITIVE OUTSIDE OF PANEL=f(13.1PE15.4)) 
FORMA T (I flX t 18IfX .. VALUE S NE GATIVE=/C 13 J 1 P E 15.4» 
FORMAT(IIIX t 21HY-VALUES POSITIVE ON PANEL=I(I3.1PE15.4)) 
FORHATCI11X,35HY-VALUES POSITIVE OUTSIOE OF PANEL=I(I3tlPE15.~)) 
FORHATCI/1X.18HY-VALUES NEGAIIVc=/CI3,lPE15.4)) 
FORHATCIIIX,31HZ-VALUES CPOSITIVE ONLY) ABOVE PANEl=fCI3.1PEI5.4)) 
FORMATC/IIIIX,25HARRAY OF PANEL POfENfiALSfl 
1 15X,3HX =,3X,(8CFU.4,4X)/20)C)) 
F n R HA T C 11 X, 2 Ii Y ( • 12. 2/1) =. F 8.4 j1 6 X , (8 ( 1 P E 12 • 4 ) 12 OX)) 
FORHAT(dX,'''LL y,·,5X,(OC1PE12.4)/20X)) 
~ 
I,. , 15 I 5 ) 
"I1X,V,HNPRINT,UPTS,MA,MB.,KE,KMAX,PROBNO =,616,1101 
fW~I1ER =, F9.1 1 9X l 1311TEMPERATlJRE =, F9.1, 6H VOLTS.9X, 
" F'J.l, 71\ PtR C~, 9X, 611MASS =, F9.0,11l1 ELECTRONS I 
.TI SCflLE =,F9.1,30H METERS = X-DIMENSION OF PANEL) 
?lI1SINGLE SPACE POINT. X =,F10.5,5X, 311Y =,F10.5) 
341!SINGLE ENERGY (MONOENERGETIC). E =.,FIO.5, 6H VOLTS) 
2.;-"tSTtJGLE TRI\JECTORY. X =,FIO .. 5,5X. 3HY =.FIO.51 
LI ALPIIA =,F20.8 , ott OEGREESI 
·LE. BETA =,F20.0., Bli OEGREESI 
it G Y =, F 20 .. 5, 611 VO L T S) 
J?ltIlANOOM TIIERMAL CURRENT DENSITY =,lPE13oo"4, 
FI ~(WARE HETER, FOR 1 2AS) 11 .IflTERFACE X-VALUE~/(I3.1PElS.4)) 
1 II lIT N T E R F ACE Y - V A L lJ E S )' ( I 3 • 1 PEl 5 .4 )) 
1 UIlItn ERFACE l-VALUES/CI3,lPE15.4)) 
~-22H -- CURRENTS AND POWER)) 
[ I 
'I .. : 












~~lt)-=- Yf1[b) ;::- -5 































































1 SN 0185 











no 560 K=2 KK 
lK(K)=.s*cllCK-l)+IZCK)) 
WRITECH,561l CI,XICI),I=l.IIA) 
WRITE(M,562) (J t YJCJ),J=l,JJA) 
WRITECM,563) (K,lKCK),K=I,KKA) 




CONT IN UE 
IFCSKPLST.EO.l) GO TO 660 
NFPP=(NTOT/300)+I 
DO 650 IP=llNFPP 
l.'RI TEe M, 9000) 
9000 FOR I~A r (llfI/6X, UfN .3l(, 4HX( N) ,2X, 4 HY(fl) , 2X J 4HZ (N)//) 




00 700 J=l,JJ 
00 700 1=1,11 
N = NFCI.J,l) 














DO ADO K=l,KK 
DO 800 J=l.JJ 
nil HOD 1=1,11 
N=NF(I,JJK) 
VV(I,J,K) = X(N.l) 
CONTINUE 
00 900 K=l,KK 
WRITECM,8000) K,lZ(K),(XX{I),1=l,II) 
0000 FORMATC 26lflARRAY OF POTENTIALS AT Z(,I2,210=.F8.1fJ'1 
1 1!>X.3I1X =,3X,(8(FB.4,4X)/20X)) 
00 850 J=l,JJ 
WRITE(M,240) J,YY(J),(VV(I,J,K}.I=l.II) 
850 CONTINUE 
9 0 0 CON TIN uE 
C 
NPROB=O 
1000 REAOCl.333,ENO=99) NPRINT,NPTS,MA~H8.HE,KHAX,HORE 
1001 REAOCL,l16) SHACH,TVOlTS,OENCC,XHASS,XHtTER 
NPROB=NPROBf-l 
5 














ISU 0215 {Sa 0217 
JSfJ 021a 99 
ISll 0211) 
~RrTE(M~999) 
YRITE(~,44~) NPRINT,UPTS,KA,HB,ME,KHAX,NPROB ,SHACH,TVDlTS.DENCC, 
1 XMASS,XHETER 
IF(NPTS.EO.O.Ok.HE.EO.O.OR.h~.EO.O) REAOCL,222)XPT,YPT,ALl,BEl,EV 
fF(NP1S.EO.O) WRITE(H,445) XP;~YPT 
IF(HE.EO.O) YRITE(K,446) EV 






IF(TVDLTS.LT.O.) PA~TCL(2 )=PART2{2) 
WRITE(M,44B) CUR,PARTCl 
CAll POWER 
IF (HORE.GT.D) GO TO 1000 






LLYL~ ~~&U ~ JUN l~ J U:l/joU t'UK1KAN Jf DAft: 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=60,SIlE=OOOOK. 
SOURCE,EOCOIC,NOLIST,NOOEtK,lOAD,MAP,NOEDIT,NOIO,NOXREF 




















































STEP ACROSS 3-0 BOX ASSUMING CONSTANT POTENTIAL YITHIN BOX 
COHHONJOK/IIH,IIP,JJM,JJP.KK NTOT~IV,JV,II 4J,H,N VP(30), IXYI(2080,3),VV(30,20,10),XP(30),X~(10l.yp(iO).YM(lO),IZ(10), 
2XX(40),YY(30),ILX,IUX,KUK,MOC,ROD,VRF,NFPS SKPRFl.SKPlST COHHON/ORO/XDOT,YDOr'ZDOT'Xl,XZ,Yl,Y2,ll,Z~,X'YJZ,PIfI,NTIHE,SAVE 
DIMENSION TIME(6),U(3),UDOT(3),O(2,3) 
TOOH=3.3333E+33-
ROUND = 1.E-II- (- -S) 
T R-{H}NtT- 1 • E-- 6 S "Y" 0 
IF(XDDT.EO.O •• AND.YOOT.EO.O •• AND.lOOT.EO.O.) YRITE(H.999) 
IF(XOOT.EO.O •• AND.YDOT.EO.O •• ANO.lOOT.EO.O.) RETURN 



















on HH HZ=1,3 
IF(UOnTCNZ1.EQ.O.) GO TO 101 
00 100 In =1,2 
TIM E (N In = TOO NR=Nl + 2!>'(~-1) 










,TT=QI(Nl,N2) - U(N2))/UDOT·(NZ) 
SS=UCN 2) , .. JJOOT(NZ) kTT . 
I Fe 55 :-r;e-::-[ft 1, N 2) • AND. SS.l E. 8 (Z, N21) TIME (NR)=TT . 
r. 0 N TIN U E . .~_- - J 
CONTINUE -. 
~ (Jv ~A.u1; /~ 
L 1J jflV' .;~ 71~ /v{~ 
,?t~1 /Uvll .,£/t~ I'\.uPL 
. 
$.5 ==- lJ ( N.1) -t 
k 








DO 200 NR=1,6 
IFCTIME(NR).EO.TOOH) GO TO 200. I. 
IF(TIMECNR).GT.ROUNO.ANO.TIHECNR).lT.TIHIN) NTIHE~NR IFCTIMECNR).GT.ROUNO.ANO.TIME(NRl.lT.TIMIN)(TIHIN=TIHg~NR) 
CONTINUE \ . ~ 










































X=X. + XOOP'TIMIN 
~=Y + YOOr*rIMIN 









IFCNTIHE .. EO.S) 











OY=Y-YSI\V Ol=l-LSA~/ - - '-. 
-" -....... iF((NTI!~E. EO. 1. OR. NrIME. EO. 2). AND .. ABS(DX). GT. TRD4~m). NTIHE=-l 
IF((NTI~E.EQ_3.0R_N,IME.EQ.4).ANO.ABS(DY).GT.TRDU~D)! NTIME=-2 
IF((NTIHE.EO.5.0R.NTIME.EO.6).AND~ABS(OI).GT.TRDUNO) NTIME=-3 
IF (NTIHE .EO."I) SAVE=XSAV \.. . ' 
























































COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=OZ,LINECNT=60,SIlE=OOOOK1 SOURCE,EOCDIC,NDlIST.NDDECK,lOAD,HAP,NOEuIT,NOID,NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE OEN 
C 






2XX (.1,0), Y YC 3u), ILX, lUX. KUK, HOC, linD, VRF NH,li t SKI'RFL. SKPlST COMMONICP/NPRINT,NPTS,H4~MB,MEtKMAX,XPT,yP ,Al1,OE1,EV,SHACH, 
1 TVOLTS,CUR,XHEfER 
COMMONICO/PVOlT5,XH4CH.OENST,NN~PARTCL(2),PARTl(2).PARTZ(2) 
CO~HONJORn/XOOTtYOOT.ZOOT'Xl'X2'Yl'YZ'llfl2'X'Y.l'PHI1.NTIKE,SAVE C~KHON/INTER/INr.IIA,JJA,KKA,IGOUT,JGOUT.KGOUT,XA,YA, A, \ 
lXl(30),YJC20)vZK~lO) 
DIMENSION A(21,ENOICZ).EN02CZ),FATE(2) 




IF(TEMP.LE.O.) WRITECM.999) TEHP 




















NURBE R=r~AkHB* 4 
IF(NN.EQ.l) WRITE(H T 990) MA,HB,NUHBER 
FORMATCIIX.I4,16H AlPHA-INTERVAlSJ3X,I4~15H OETA-INTERVAlS,6X, 
1 5HUENCE.I4,35H TRAJECTORIE~ FOR I:ACH ENERGY-VALUE) 




IFCNN.EO.l) WRITE(H,9BB) HE,HEZ 
FORMAT(lX,I4,27H ENERGY INTERVALS AND HENCE,I4.14H ENERGY V~lUES) 
GO TO 300 






IF(NN.EO.l) WRITE(H,9B6) EV.EE 
FORHATCIX.31H HONOE~ERGETIC CASE WTIH ENERGY,lPE16.4,30H VOlT~~ ~a 


















































GO TO 300 
C 














FORHA T (fIX ,11HSINGLE: TRAJECTORY 
l/lX w 71lALPlII\ =,F20.B ,12H DEGREES. 
2/IX, 1HOETA =.F20.0 ,12H DEGREES, 
3/1X, 8HENERGY =,lPE16.4,301l VOLfS, 
SINA=SIN(AL) 
COSA=C OS (AL) 




00 1001 KE=l,KEMAX 
00 1001 JE=l,JEMAX 
OENS=O. 
NOESC=O 
00 1000 KB=I,KBMAX 
00 1000 JB=1.J8HAX 
00 1000 KA=l.KAMAX 
00 1000 JA=l,JAHAX 
C 






IF(MA.EQ.O) GO.TO 320 
OR,F20.S 1 8H RADIANS 
OR.F20.8 , 8H RADIANS 
OR OIMENSIONLESS VALUE,EI6.4) 







COSI\=SQRT(l. - SINA**2) 
CBETA=(A(JO) + FlOATC2*KB - 1 - HB))/FLDATeHB) 





CALL INT ERP 
IF(IGOUT.GE.1.ANO.IGOUT.LE.IIA.ANO.JGDUT.GE.1.ANO.JGOUT.lE.JJA. 
I ANO.KGOUT.GE.l.ANO~KGOUT.LE.KKA) GO TO 340 
















































99~9 HJRHAT(IIIIIIX.43110NE OF TUiE IG-JG-KG INDICES IS OUT OF RANGE) 
\.lit ITE o.h008) KSTEP.X, Y ,1.XIDOT. YOOT ,lOOT I IGOUT,JGOUT .KGOUT .PIU 















IF(ME.GT.O) GO TO 350 
E=EE 
GO TO 400 
CE=CA(JE) ~ FlOAT(2*KE-I-HE)/FLOAT(HE) 
E=Cl.+CE)ftl.-CE) 
IF(XMACII .. GT.L .. ) E=XMACIJ**2*(1.+CE)/(1.-CE) 
E=E + ARAKI(PHI, 0.) 












IF(NPRINT.NE.2.AND.NPRINT.NE.3l GO TO 490 













FORHATC/IX.521IKE.JE, K8,J8, KA,JA z BETA,AlPHA,ENERGY,PDTENTIAL= l,/lX,3(I3,I2),lPE22.8 ,4H OEG,4X~E2~.a .4H DEG,8X,E16.4,2H V,4X, 
2 E16.4,2U V) 
YR I TEOi, 980) 
FORl{A T ( 9X, 9511STEPS X Y Z XDOT 
1 YUOT lOOT IG JG KG PHI) 
YRITECH,80S) KSTEP.X,Y,l,XOOTuYDOT,lOOr,IGOUT,JGOUr,KGOUT,PPI 
FORMATe 9X.I5,lP6El1.3.316,El1.3) 
TAKE A STEP 
IF (KSTEP.EO.O) GO TO 550 
CAll ORUIT 
KSfEP:KSTEP +" 1 
IF(NPRINT.EO.3) WRITE{H.880) KSTEP,X,Y,Z,XDOT,YDOT,lOOT,IGOUT, 
1 JGOur,KGDUr,pnr 
IF(KSlcP.lE.HSTEP) GO TO 550 
YR[TE(M~998) HSTEP 






















































1.ANO.Y.GE.YPCll.ANO.Y.LE.YpeJV)) GO TO 600 
IF(CX.LE.XX(ll.ANO.lOOT.LT.O.).OR. 













4 (l.GE.ll(KK).AND.lOOr.Gl.O.)G~ TO 700 
IF(SKPRFL.E~41) GO TO 538 
IF«(Y.LE.(Yr(MaC)-.5*1))_ANO.(Y.GT.(YY(H8C)-.5~ZZ(KUK)))).OR. 
1«Y.GE.(YY(HBO)+.5*l».AND.CY.LT •. (YY(MBO)+.5*lZ(KUK)») 
2.ANO_X.~E.XX(ILX).ANO.X.LE.XX(IU~) GO TO 600 
CONTINUE , 
IF (l.NE.O •• OR .100T.GE.O.) GO TO 540 
lDOT=-lOOr 
IF (NPRINi.EO.3) WRITE(M,888) KSTEP,X,Y.Z,XDOT,YDOT,IOOT,IGGUT, 
1 JGOUT,KGDUT.PHI 
GO TO 590 
CONT INUE 




lKGOUT.LT.l.OR.KGuUf.GT.KK~) GO TO 330 
IFCNTIME.LT.l.OR.NTIME.GT.6) GO TO 580 
IFCNTIHE.NE.l.ANO.NTIHE.UE.2) GO TO 560 
XOOTS=XOOr**2 f- PHIOLO-PilI 
IF(XDOTS.EO.O.) ~DOr=o. . 
IFCXDOTS.GT.O •• AND.XOOT.NE.O.) ~D3T=SORTCXDOTS)*SIGN(1.7XOOT) 
IF(XOOTS.LT.O •• ANO.XDOT.UE.O.) XdOT=-XOOr 
IF(NPRINT.EQ.3.ANO.XOOTS.LT.O) YRITECH,888) KSTEP,X,Y,Z,XOOT,YfiOT. 
1 100T,IGUUT,JGOUT,KGDUT,PHI 
560 IFCNTIHE.NE.3.ANO.NTIHE.NE.4l GO TO 570 
YOOTs=YOor*k2 + PHIOLO-PHI 
C 
IF(YODrS~EO.O.) YOOT=O. 
IF(YOOTS.GT.O •• ANO.YOOT.NE.O.) YOOT=SQRT(YOOTS)*SIGN(l.,YOOT) 
TF(YOOTS.lT.O •• ANO.YOOT.NE.O.) YOOT=-YOOf 
IF(NPRIN.!.EO.3.ANO.YOOTS_LT.O) YRJ[TECM.888) KSTEP,X,Y,Z,XOOT,YDOT. 
1 lOUl,IGOUT.JGOUT,KGOUT,PJlI 
510 IF(NTIHE-NE.5.AND.~!I"E.NE_6) GO TO 590 
200TS=100T**2 + PHIOLO-PHI 
IFClOOTS.EO.O.) lOOr=o. 
IFClOOTS.Sf.O •• ANO.IOOT.NE.O.) lOOT=SORTClDCTS)*SIGN(l •• ZD~;) 
IF(lOOTS.LT.O •• AND.lOOT.NE.O.) IOOT=-lOOr ~ 
IF(NP~INT.EO.3.ANO.lOOTS.Lf.0) YRITECH,8B8) KSTEP,X,Y,l.XDOT,YO~T, 
1 lOOT,IGOUT,JGOUT,KGOUT,PHI 
GO TO 590 
0'0 ~::1 
..... ;) 
C2 It; J:J 
~ 
£'0, '11 2'~~ 































T sr~ 023lt 



























lKGDUT.LT.l.OR.KGOUT.GT.KKA) GO TO 330 
IF(NPRINT.EO.3) WRlfE(H,BBS) KSTEP,X~Y.l,XOOT,YOOT.lDOT~IGOUT, 
1 JGOUT,KGaUr,PHI 
GO TO SOO 
C 
C PARTICLE IS ABSORBEO' 
600 CfiNTHWE 
C 
IFCNPRINT.NE.Z.ANO.NPRINT.UE.3) GO TO 1002 
FArE(l)=£:~Ol(l) 
FATE(2)=ENOl(2) 
GO TO 750 














IF(NPRINT.EO.l) GO TO 720 
rF(NPRIHT.N~.Z.ANO.~PRINT.NE.3) GO TO 740 
FA rEO )=EN02( 1) 
FATE(Z)=E'J02(Z) 
GO TO 740 
URITECK w98Z) KE.JE,KB.JB,KA.JA.BEl,ALl.EV,PVOLTS 
NOESC=tJOESC .. 1 
IFCME.EO.O) GO TO 750 
CSANGL=lOOT/SORT(XOOT**2+YOOT**2+lDOT**2) 
XPON=-Z.*XHACH*SQRTCE1*CSANGL - E - XHACH**2 COEFA=SPEEO«*Z'FlOAT(NUHBER) 
IF(A8S(XPDN).GT.36.) GO TO 1000 
ADO =COEFA*EXP(XPON) 
DENS=OENS + AOD 











~HlS TP S=KSTEP 
CONTINUE 













































FOHHAfC/IX,16I1RATIO ESCAPIUG =,15. 711 OU .. ~i·rI5.1~n OR A FRACTIOn. 
1 F13.0.,1.i.H AT EUERGY E =,F13.0. 61( VOLfS~ X .. 6lfCOEflS=.lPEl.t, • .t"UI) 
IFCNPRINT.EO.O) GO TO 000 
IF(~E."E_O) WRITE(H.976) 
r-nnMhTCIXtllOHOeUS IS TUE SUH OIF AOO=SPEEO**2*EXP(XPOln/UUHBER OVER 
1 )', HEMISPIIERE OF DIRECT IONSI.!) 
800 I~(HE.ED.O) GO TO 1001 
COEFE=2.J(1. - CE)**2/FLOATCHE) 
IF(XHACII.GT.l.) COEfE=COEfE*XMACH**2 





C TRAJEC TORY Y rT~1 HOST STEPS. PRDIT K AND J IflOICES. 
C 
YRITECM,912) MOSTPS.KES.JES,KBS,J8S.KAS.JAS 
972 FORMATC//IIX.IS .. 3(I3,I2),29H =HOSTPS, KE.JE, K8,J8, KA,JA) 
URITE(H,974) XSAVE,YSAVE,PIIISAV,OEt-lsr,PftRTCt. 
974 FURMAT(/lX,26UAT DIMENSIONLESS X,Y.PIII =,3f12.6.1n,,5X.lPE16.~. 






















-. "" • v , " u n f 'f j 05/360 FORTRAN H 
COMPILER OPTIONS - N~HE= MAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=60,SIlE=OOOOK~ 
SOURCE,EOCOIC,NOLIST,NOOECK,LOAO,MAP,NOEOIT,NOID.NOXREF 





J s:~ 0007 
ISN 0008 
























ISN 00ft 4 





























































GO TO 103 
GO TO 100 
60 TO 103 
60 TO 102 
60 TO 104 
60 TO 101 






ACCEPT IF XI(IG) LESS THAN DR EQUAL TO XA lESS THAN XI(IG+!). 
LOCATE VA 
IF(Yfl.EO.YJ(JJfl)) JG=JJfl-l 
IF(YA.EO.YJCJJA)) GO TO 203 
IFCINT.NE.O) GO TO 200 




GO TO 203 






1 S t~ 0052 
lS~i 0053 
ISH 0055 



































































IF(YA.GE.YJ(JG+l)) GO TO 202 
IF(YA.GE.YJ(JG)) GO TO 204 
JG=J(,-l 
IF(YA.LT.YJ(JG)) GO TO 201 
GO TO 203 
JG=JGt-l 
IF(YA.GE.YJ(JG+1)) GO TO 202 
NCIl=l 
CONTINUE 




IF ( UJT • t J E. 0 ) 
00 30 K=2 t K:<A 
KG=K-l 
KG=KKA-l 
Gn TO 303 
GO TO 3tlO 
IFClA.lT.lK(K)) GO TO 303 
CONTlNUE 
IFCZA.GE.ZKCKG.l)) GO TO 302 
IF(lA.GE.ZK(KG)) GO TO 304 
KG=KG-l 
IFClA.LT.ZK(KG)) GO TO 301 
GO TO J03 
KG=KGf-l 
IFCLA.GE.ZK(KG+l)) GO TO 302 
nell =1 
CONTINUE 
ACCEPT IF lK(KG) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO lA LESS THA~ ZKCKG.l1. 
• 





Y2=¥ J( JG+J) 
l2=lK(XG+l) 








IF(I.NE.11.0R.lDOT.GE.0.) GO TO 600 Ie 
" 
., . 
l;)N lJIU-=' KG=KG-l 
rSN 0104 l2=ll 
rSN 0105 ll=lKCKG) 
C 
rSN 0106 600 PHI=VV(IG.JG,KG) 
ISN 0107 IGOUT=IG 
ISN 010B JGDUT:::;JG 
TSN 0109 KGDUT:::;KG 
,I ISN 0110 RETURN 
ISN 0111 END 
, I 
11 




COMPILER OPIIONS - NnHE= HAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=60,SIZE=OOOOK! 
SUURCE,EnCO[C,NOLISr,NOOECK,LOAO~MAP,NOEuIT,NOID,NOXREF 
































IS rl 00 L, 3 
r S tJ 0044 
rSN 004~ 
ISN 0046 
\ ... , I 












2XX(40),YY(30),ILX,IUX,KUK,MOC MOD,VRF,NFPS,SKPRFL1 SKPlST CUMMON/CFINPkIUf,NPfS,MA,HB,ME,KMAX,XPT,YPT,ALl,Btl,EV,SHACH. 
1 TVOLTS,CUR,XMETER . 
COMMON/CO/PVOLTS,XMACH,DENST,NN,PARTCL(2),PARTIC2),PART2(2) OIMENSION A(2) 
IFCNPTS.EO.O.OR.MA.EQ.O) WRITECH,991) XrTtYPT,ALl,OEl,EV 





FORHAT(/3BH NPRINT=O MEANS NO TRAJECTORY PRINTING) 
FORMATe/53H NPRINT=l PRINT INDICES OF ESCAPING TRAJECTORIES ONLY) 
FORMATe/56H NPRINT=2 PRINT FIRST ANO LAST STEPS OF ALL TRAJECTORIE 
IS) 
FORMATe/52H NPRINT=3 MEANS PRINT EVERY STEP OF ALL TRAJECTORIES) 
IFeTVOLTS.EQ.O.) ~ETURN 
XMACH=SHACH. 
C NON-DrMENSION~LrlE THE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION. THEN RESTORE AT ENO. 
C 
00 200 K=l,J(K 
00 200 J=1,JJ 




C DEFINE THE PANEL POINTS AT WHICH THE CURRENT AND POWER IS EVALUATED C -
C CASE OF A SINGLE POINT 
C 
IF(NPTS.EQ.O.OR.MA.EQ .. O) COEFM = XMETER**2 
C 












DO 500 J=l,JVM 
DO 500 I=l,IVM 
NA=NA+l 
00 "'l~ 



























,"I' ' , 'J ' 













I' ';.' r 
. "I :. ~ ~;:; .. } .. }~!~;;~'t~~:,~:'::b:'j'"lii.L:·ir: ~~ ,.;..;t.; :·t,e,,; :-'ic! :~"<. ~.~~!t)A".fJ;·Ji.;::;·\':".,~<,,:,~;. ;; .t·;;i::;;·L·~::;~c ~ .. :,:" ;', -~:. N~': •••• "': .... ;.. ...... ' -; 














































































IF(NPTS.EO.O.DR .. HA.EO.O) GO TO 250 













DO 400 KY=l,KMAX, 
00 400 KX=l,KMAX 
ITO 400 JY=l,JYMAX 
00 400 JX=l,JXMAX 
NP=::NPf-l 
NN=NN+l 
IF(NPTS.EO.O.OR.MA.EO.O) GO TO 300 
CX=(AeJX) + FlOAT(2 k KX - 1 - KH~X))/FlOAT(KMAX) 
CY=(A(JY) + FlOATC2*KY - 1 - KMflX))/FLOATCKMAX) 
XPT=(XP(I+Il-XP(I)1/2.*CX • (XP{1+1)+XPCI))/2. 
YPT = (YP(J+IJ-YP(J))/2.*CY • (YP(Jtl).YP(J))/2. 
COEF = (XPCI.l)-XP(Il)*(YPCJ+l)-VP(J)) 
AREA = COEF * XHETER*k2 
COEFM = AREA/4./FlOATCKMAX*'1I'2) 
'~.>.-;-•• « •. ~"Jr ,.. 
l/--X' 1-.It {L K £f- ,J(.2J 
LiLJ1J' 
L Tf?r .::=-
'-t' '( ) 
N N /{!M. Jl-1. I foE.· 
C COHPUTE EhCH CU1RENT OENSITY 
C EVALUATE POWE~ DENSITY AND MULTIPLY BY LOCAL POTENTIAL TO 













L Tt<."Jc..T == jJj\//NIM Jr 
XPPM=XP(I~l)*XMETER 
YP M=Y P cn .... XH ETER 
YPPM=YP(J~l)*XMETER 
FORMAT (6X~12HAT POINT NO.,I3,lOH, WITH X.=,FIO.5.13H METERS, Y = 
1,FIO.5,2111 METERS J AND COEFFICIENT =,FIO.5,14H SQUARE METERS) 
. 
IFCNPTS .. GT.O.ANOooMA.GT.O) WRITECM.994) NA 1 XPM.XPPH.YPM,YPPH FORMAT( /5X,16H IN SUB-AREA NO.,I3,lX,17HHOUNDED BY X IN (, 
1 F 1{) .. 5 , 3 H TO, FlO .. 5, 9 B ) MET E R S f7 4 X .13 iM NOB Y YIN (, 
2 F 1'0 .. 5 ,3 H TO, FlO. 5, 810 MET E R S ) 
WRI'TE (M,995) NP XPTM,YPTH,COEFH 
WRI1E(M,9BB) PVOlTS,OENCUR,POWDEN,PARTCl 
FORftAT(6X.53HTHE VOLTAGE, CURRENT DENSITY, ANO POWER DENSITY ARE = 
1/6X,lPE16.4,6H VOlTS,4X,E16.4.231f AMP/(SO-METER), AND,E16.4, 
2 24H WATT/(SO-METER), FOR,2A5/1) 











































IStJ 012 1t 
















CU = CU + COEFH*OENCUR 
PO :::: PO + C~EFM * POWDEN 
CONTINUE 
hYCO = CU/hitEA !lvro :::: POII\REA 
WR1TE(M,986) Nl\,CU,PO,PARTCl 
WRITE(M,904) NA,AREA,AVCO,AVPO 
FORHAT( lX,lOflIN SUO-AREA NUHBER,I3!8H OF AREA,lPE16.4,15H SQUARE 
1 METERS,/52H THE AVERAGE CUKKENT OEN::,ITY AND POWER DENSITY ARE =, 
2 El6.4,19H AMP/eSQ-METER) ANO,E16.4,1611 WATT/(SQ-HETER)) 
FORMAT( /lX,18HIN SUO-hREl\ NUHOER,I3,28H THE CURRENT AND POWER ARE 
1 =,lPE16.4,121i flMP, I\ND,E16.4,14H WATTS. FOR,2A5) 
TAREA=TAREA + AREA 
TCURNT = rCURNf ~ cu 
TPONER = TPOWER + PO 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(H,902) TCURNT,TPOWER,PARiCL 
FORMAT(///lX,34HTOTAL CURRENT AND POWER lOSS ARE =.lPE16.4, 




FORMATC/IX.26HWITH A TOTAL PANEL AREA OF,lPE16.4.15H S~UARE METERS 
1~/IXt51fITHE AVERAGE CURRENT DENSITY AND POWER DENSITY ARE ::::, 
2 E16.4.1911 AMP/(SQ-METER) ANO.E16.4.16H WATT/eSO-METER)) 
RESTORE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION TO DIMENSIONAL VALUES 
CONTINUE 
DO 700 K=l,XK 
DO 700 J=l.JJ 




















1 Sf~ 0005 
TSH 0006 
IStJ 0007 
r S tJ 0008 
ISN OOO~ 
TStJ 0011 
I S ~J 0013 

























SUBROUTINE LISTCLST,IP) . --
COMHON/OK/IIH,IIP,JJH,JJP,KK,NTOT,IV,JV,II 1 JJ,H,N,VPC30), lXYl(2080.3),VV(30,20,lO),XPC30)uXM(10),YPCZO),YHClO)! Zl(lO), 
2XX(40),YY(30),ILX,IUX,KUK,HOC,HBD,VRF,NFPS 1 SKPRFL1 SKPLST COMMON/FLO/X(2080.2),COEFC2000,M),INDXC208u,61.SKI'CD 
DIMENSION- KOUTCS),XOUT(S),YDUTCS),lOUT(S) 
00 500 LINE=1.60 
DO 200 NP=l,S 
KP=LINE + (~P-l)*60 + (IP-!) * 300 
IFCKP.GT.NTOT.ANO.NP.EO.ll RETURN 
IF(KP GGT. ~TOT) GO TO 300 
NHAX=NP 
KOUT(NP) = KP 
IFCLST.EO.l) XOUTCNPl = XCKP,!) 
IFCLST .EO. 2) XOUTCNP) =XYl{KPtl) 
IF(LST .E~. 2) YOUTCNP)=XYlCKP,l) 
IF(LST .ED. 2) lOUTCNP) =XYlCKP,3) CONTINUE 
GO TO C400,450),LST 
WRITE(M,lOOO) (KOUTCNP),XOUTCNP), NP=l,NHAX) 
FORMAT(S([8,F16.8)) 
GO TO 500 























I SI~ 000 IJ 
ISH 0009 
T SIJ 0010 
COMPILER 
c 
_-.t,. -,Ut:.l I un. I IUHf 11 
OPTIONS - NAME= HAIN,OPT=02,lINECNT=60,SIlE=OOOOK, 
SOURCE,EBCDIC,NOLIST,NOOECK,LOAO,HAP,NOEOIT,NOIO.NOXREF 
S UOROUTI NE RELflX .. 
P01NT-SUCCESSIVE OVERRELAXATION METHOD . 
COM~ilN/BK'IIHJIIP.JJM,JJP.KK,NTDTfrV,JV,II,JJtH9N,VP(3 01, 
lXYlCZOBO,3),VVC30,20,10),XP(30).XHClO).YPC20),YH(lO),II(lO), 
2XX(40),YYC30),IlX,IUX.KUK,HBC.HBO,VRF,NFPS t SKPRFL,SKPLST CUMMONJFlD1X(20BOt2),COEF(20aO)7)tINDX(208u~61,SKPCO 
OMI:GA=1 .. 9 



























J SN 0038 
ISH 0040 



















DO 500 N==l,NTOT 















IF(NN.GT .. O) SUM == SUM+FN*X(NN,l) 
IF(NS.GT.O) SUM == SU:-\ .... FS*XLlS,l) 
IF(NE.GT.O) SUH :::: SUM+FE*X(NE,l) 
IF(NW.GT.O) SUM = SUM.FW*X(NW.l) 
IF(ND.GT.O) SUM:::: SUM+FO*XCNO,l) 
IF(NU.GT.O) SUM :::: SUM~FU*X(NU,l) 
X(N,l) = OHEGAkSUH+(l.-OHEGA)*Xl 










IF(OELTA .GT. OElTAM) OElTAH=OELTA 
500 CONTINUE 
IF(ITR.GT.ITMAX) WRITECM,B888) XTR 
IF(ITR.GT.ITMAX) GU TO 700 






IF(IPR.LE.IPROlD) GO TO 600 
IPROLD=IPR 
GO TO 800 
IF(DELTAM.GT.EPS) GO TO 200 
























I SfJ 0069 
151'1 0070 











UO 900 IP=l, NFPP 
~RITE(H,1171) ITR,EPS,OElTAH,OMEGA 
FOR!il\r(15H1SOlUTIOU AFTER l I6,.2X,25HITERATIONS WITH TOLERMICE. 1 F12.0 y OX,lBHKAXIMUM OIFF~RENCEtF12.8,aX,6HOHEGA=,F8.5) 
CALL lIST(l t IP) 
CONTINUE 



















L~V~L 21.B ( JUN 74 ) OSJ360 FORTRAN H 



















IF(K .GE. 2 .ANO. MOO(N,IIJJ) .EO. 0) K=K-l 
NKIJ=N - IIJJ*(K-l) 
J=NK!J/II~l 
IF(J .GE. 2 .ANO. HOO(NKIJ.II) .EQ. 0) J=J-l 





































ISN 0016 [SN 0017 
























OPTIONS - NAME= HhIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=60,SIlE~OOOOK, 
SOURCE,EBCOIC,NOl!ST,NOOECK.lOAO~KhP,NOEOIT,NOIO,UOXREF 
SUHROUTINE hRRAY • 




COEfftCIENT ARRAY = COEF(N.7)7 WHERE 
COEf(N,1)=CN (NORTH=.Y NEIGHBOR) 
COEf(N.2)=CS (SOUTH=-Y NEIGHBOR) 
COEF(N,3)=CE CEAST=+X lJEIG1I60R) 
COEF(N 7 4)=C\J ( 'rlEST=-X NEIGH80R) COEF(N,5)=~U ( UP=+Z NEIGHBOR) 
COEF(N,6)=CD ( OOWN=-l NEIGHBOR) 
COEF(N,7)=CC ( = CENTRAL POINT) 
SAVE COEFFICIENTS AND INDICES 
COEF(N,l)=C:-l 
COEF(N.Z)==CS 
CDEFOI, 3 )=CE 
COEFeN JJ'I )=CW 






INDX (N t if )=lHl 
INOX(N,5)=NU 
DWXCN .6)=NO 
IF(SKPCO.EQ.l) GO TO 20 


































































.... , I 
ilS;360 FORtRAU« 



















If(I .EO. 1) GO TO 100 
IF(I .EO. II) GO TO 200 
NH=NFCI+l,J,K) . 
NL = N F C 1-1 , J , 10 
OX=XYZ(NH,l) - XYlCNL.l) 
GO TO 300 
NJ-I.::NF(2,J,K) 
OX=XYl(NH,l) - XYl(N,ll 
GO TO 300 
NL=NF(lI-l.J,K) 
OX=XYI(N,l) - XYlCNl,l) 
CONTINUE 
IF(J .EO. 1) GO TO 400 
IF(J .EO. JJ) GO TO 500 
NH=NF(I,J+1.K) 
NL=NFCI~J-l,K) 
OY=XYICNH,Z) - XYl(NL,2) 
GO TO 600 
NtI=NF(I,2,K) 
OY=XYlCNH t 2) - XYlCN.2) 
GO TO 600 
NL=:NFCI.JJ-1.K) 
OY=XYZCN,2) - XYl(NL.2) 
Il=OX*DYJ4. 
IF(KP .EO. 1) GO TO 700 
IF(HP .EO. 2) GO.TO aoo 
RETURN 
NU=O 
IFCK .EO. KK) RETURN 
NH=NFCI,J,J(t-1) 
NU=NH 
Dl=XYlCUH,3) - XYZ(N,3) 
GO TO 900 
ND=O [f(K .EO. 1) RETURN 
NL=NF( I,J,J<"l) 
NO=NL 












































ISN 001.1 100 
ISN 0018 
ISN 0019 
ISN 0020 200 
ISN 0021 
TSN -0022 300 
ISM 0023 
ISM 0025 




ISN 0031 400 
ISN 0032 
ISN 0033 
I Sr~ 003" 500 
ISN 0035 



















05/'360 "r:ORTRnN n 











IFCJ.EO.l) GO TO 100 
IF(J .EO. JJ) GO TO 200 
NIf=NF( I, Jf-l, K) 
NL=NF(I,J-l,K) 
OY=XYI(NH.2l - XYl(~l,2) 
GO TO 30G 
NH=t!F(I,2 y K) 
DY=XYZCNH t 2) - XYl(N,2) 
GO TO 300 
Nl=NF(I,JJ-l,K) 
OY=XYICN,Z) - XYlCNl,Z) 
CONTINUE 
. IFCK .EO. 1) GO TO 400 
IF(K .EO. KK) GO TO 500 
NlI=NfCI s J,K+1) 
NL=NF(I.J,1("l) 
Dl==XY lOur, 3) - XYIO~l, 3) GO TO 600 
NH=NF(I.J,2) 
Dl=XYZCHH,3) - XYl(N,3) 
GO TO 600 
Nl=UFCI.J,KK-l) 
01=XYI(N,3) - XYI(Nl,31 
A=O Y*D I,"'t. 
IF(MP .EQ. 1) GO TO 100 
IF{MP .EQ. 2) GO fO aDo 
RErUR~ 
NE=O [FCY.EO.II) RETURN 
NIf=NF(I+l,J,Kl 
NE=NU 
UX=XYI(NH,1) - XYICU.l) GO TO 900 
NW=O 
IFC! .EO. 1) RETURN 
Nl=NF(I-1,J,K) 
NW=NL 











































































































































IF(I.EO.l) GO TO 100 
IFCI.EO.II) GO-TO 200 
NIl=Nf(['l-l,J,K) 
Nl=m=(I-l.J,K) 
OX=XYIOHf.l) - XYZOlL,l) 
GO TO 300 
UII=~JF( 2. ~. K) 
DX=XYZ(NH,l) - XYl(N,l) 
GO TO 300 
Nl=UFCII-l,J.K) 
Dl~XYl(N,l) - XYZ(NL,l) 
CONTINUE 
IFCK.EO.l) GO TO 400 
IF(K.EO.KK),GO TO 500 
:-JH=Nf(I,~,K~l) 
IIl=NF(I,J,K-l) 
Dl=XYICNH,j) - XYZ(NL,3) 
GO TO 600 
NH=tlF(I,J,2) 
lll=XYZCNH,3) - XYlCN,3) 
GO TO 600 
NL=i"lFCI,J,KK.-l) 
01=XYZeN,3J - XYI(NL,3) 
A=OX~DlI4. 
IF(~P.EO.l) GO TO 700 




~H=NF( I, JI-1, 10 
NN=NH 
DY=XYI(NH,2) - XYZ(N,Z) 















































I srJ 0024 












r srJ 0041 
ISN 004) 
.. , I· • 

















CONSTRUCTION OF COEFFICIENTS (MATRIX ELEMENTS) 
IN LINEAR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
SOLUTION BY OVEPRELAXATION 
COMMON/nK/IIMpIIP,JJMtJJP,KKlNTOT.IV,JV,Ir~JJ.M,N~VP(30). 
lXYl(2080,3)!VV(30,20,10),XPC30),XMCIO),YPC20),YM(lO),ZICIO), 




1 OU/'UP '/,OO/'OOWN'/ 
ASSUME ASYMPTOTIC MONOPOLE AT INFINITY 
ALPHAF(UUU)=ABS(UUU/RS) 









00 600 N=l.NTOT 
RS=(XYI(N,l)-XO)**2 +(XYZeN,2)-YO)*k2 +XYZeN.3)**2 
CALL FINO C1 J,K) 










MODIFICATION TO SOLVE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION USING LINEARIZEO SPACE 
C!lARGE. HELM = OEo'tE"LENGTH-LIKE PARAMETER. (ASSUMES POT£:N-





DO 300 MP=1,2 
CALL CNS(~P,C,AREA) 
IF (MP.EQ.l) OO=ON 
IF (MP.EQ.2) OO=DS 
IF (NOD.GT.O) WRITE eM,BBB) N,I.J,K,OO.AREA,C 
FORMATCIX,10H~,I.JtK,DOtAREA,C=,I4,2X,313,lX.A5,lP2E16.4) 
CC=CC+C 
IFCC.GT.O.) GO TO 250 
YYY=XYICN,2)-YO 
ALPUJ\=ALPHAF(YYY) 
IF (NOO.GT.O) WRITE (M,999) N,ItJ,KtALPHA 


























IS IJ 0052 













































IF{fJIP .. EO .. 2) C$=C 
corHINUE 
VDLSO=VDLSQ*AREA 
DO 400 HP=1,2 
CALL CE~(MP,C,AREA) 
IF (MP.E~.l) OO=OE 
IF (HP.EO.2) OO=OW 
IF (NOO.Gr.o) WRITE (H,088) N,I,J.K.OO,AREA,C CC=CC+C 
IF(C.GT.O.) GO TO 350 
XXX=XY L( N, 1) -X.O 
II.LPHA=AlPHAF(XXX) 






o 0 5 0 0 Ii P = 1 , 2 
CALL cuoeXP,C,AREA) 
IF eMP.EO.l) OO=OU 
IF (MP.EO.2) 00=00 
IF eNOO.GT.O) ~RITE (H,888) N,I,J,K,OQ,AREA,C CC=CCI-C 
IFeC.GT.O •• OR.CC.EO.0 •• ANO.MP.EO.2))GO TO 450 
ALPIIA=ALPHAF(XYleN,3)) 
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Append i x .Ii 
Computer Programs: Electric Fields Produced by 
Cloud-to-Ground Lightning Flashes 
The following four pages contain a listing of the computer programs 
written to compute the electric field produced on the ground as a function of 
time and di stance from "ground zero" by the charges associated with a cloud-
to-ground lightning flash. This program was written by Jerry L. Bohannon. 
B1 




) C 0 
) 
L 
[t'ptrCIT INT'EGER.,.2 (I-N) 
ID J HE? NS ION RS I< 2 .. 10 .... , R OS { S, ( t .. 1 0 t 
'OAf A TP IE 1:5 .. 5606 2E-1.1/ ... TIP 1M,"? .OE-71 
-0 AT.tt Ie AR os, - C- ./'., Fr.E.R ''11'-: r-''':I U - Y-;I.L·N/- N - I 
,0 H A I M~I >ll!O 15-·/ .l'1:Y 1)\:1 Cl6.- I .. 10 E1../r07:· 7- I.,PSGI x- lE 10-' ' 
,0 ~ TAr R 0 I x- 1!0 11 - I .. 1·G R I :r: 1 r 1 2- I., IV E" I x- 101 3" I ., [!aL IX -1 014- , 
·OAT A I A 7N ,r'o e- / .. IA 7.F IX-:O r Ii., t\UL II X-O 0- I .. IH OMS'/JCo oa-I 
'DiH A rscy 1x-"1E13-' 
DH A RS r< 1 .. 1 )/0. O/_,RS l( 2 .1) 1'0.0'·., R Sl( 2.10 )/0 .. 01 
o AT 4 PIE 1 3. 1415 9 2 6f. ~ 
-0 AT A R HtJ/2 .. 0 E-9~. 
CROUT= L./3 ... 
. UR r T E ( 1 ~. H r 
fORMAT·(-l-. 
DO 1000 I=1 .. 32000 
.K=I 
WRrTe <14.4' i[.!7N .. HU. IBSL.IA:7F 
IFOR'HAr(2A2.-LrGHT~r'il'JG 80lLT SCI"ULATlfcN-t- .R01-",.2A2) 
J.lRCT·E< 14.1U' lSL .. [GR 
FORHA'F(A2.-R:.EAD ~DATN FROM CA.RCS :OR' TE-R~,nNAl- •. A2' 
'R EA 0 (' 15 .. 12' : r wH E R ~ -
~fOR~A T (A 1) 
:IF< X;Ul1ERE.,EQ. ICARDSJtGOTQ. ;0 
. rF(.~'!Hi ER E .EQ. IT£R.:1~ ~ eTO. 70 
WRlTE( 14 .. 14~ IRO .. IR.G 
rORMAT<A2 .. -~RY A'GA,lfr.A2) 
GOTO 10 
-R EA D ( 1 .. 5 1 ., END =9 99 , -r 0 .. OGl yQ st .. V Sl • il/Rs.J ( (lR S I ( 1- J ) .. 1= 1 .. 2 t .. J= 2 .. 9 t 
'FOR!HAT<S( F6. O.2X "6(2FIO'.(/ r-) 
ICOH) 90 
URlTE(14.7U IMA 
,FORHAT{ A2 .. - E;-NTE~ flaA T1 P'(G PO INT 1 N r Tl Al [CONDfTI eNS F6. 0-. 
IURITE( 14,. 75., ISL. ICY! 
FOR11ATCA2.- f..NITlIAl :HEIGHT ~M-.A2) 
READ( 1·5.73' IYO 
IJRLTE(14 .. 76) ISL~rcYt 
FOR H.II 1< A2 .. -. Cl!Jua CHAR GE , C:QUl ..... A 2 I • 
'REAO( 15 .. 73J IOCL r 
IIJRITE (14., 72. ISl. rcY! 
'FCRMAT(A2 .. -STEPP.E0 LEADER CHARGE CQUl- .. A2J 
R EAD{ 1·-5 .. 73~ :QSL r. 
FCRHAT(F6.0' 
~R1TE(14 .. 74) IBL.IC'tl 
FORKATU\2.,-STEP?EO LEADER V8LCCrT'I' E5 M/S-.,A2) 
REA 0 ( 1 5 .. 7 3. I V SL ( 
'IJRl fE (14 .. 77 I:. ISL. (CY:. 
FOR11ATCA2.-RETURN STROKEI 'VEt.':OClTY E7 H/S- .. A?t 
READ ( 15 3 73 j ; V RS -
\oJ R !T E ( 14 .. SO ) I Sl. Ie '\1 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
FORKIlT< A2.,- E:NTER 8 ·Tlt'ES (MS) AND CI..lRREN'TS Or.A:HP) TO DEFINE THe-II 
'<1- RET URN S TR D K E 2 FLO. 1:- I: - ! - .,19) .. - ! -... A 2 ) 
00 82 J=2. 9 
READ<l5.8URSI<'1. .. .J)·.RSl (2 • .1) 





90 VS!. S:= VSl 
RSI'Cl.l 0 )=RS I <1 .. 9' 
'DO 1!;'C2 J=l .. 1:) 
RS{S( 1..J)=RS [(1. oJ) 
RSlS(2 .. J)=RS I<2. J) 
R S I (; 1 • J t = R S [ ( 1:' J " 1 () .: :; _ 









RAD=( O_7S.ABS(QCl.fRlHOI PJ[ E)y:;"CROOT 
00 '1005 1=2 .. 9 
A=RSIC 2. I) 
B=RSI (2 ... 1-1.' 
C=RSI ('2 .. 1 +1 r 
fF.('A:'CT .8.ANO.A •. GT .. C) IQ'.T=I 
ICONtl NUE 
VRSS=VRS 
IJSl=-VSl "1.:> E 5 
. YO= r o. 1 O·j C. 0 
IIlRS=VRS.l .. OE 7 
.OTs.t.=I.~E-4 r 
WR IT E( 14.11 0) 181.. [Cr 
FOR MAT ( A 2 • - u,:H AT : [S R AD! u: S .. , A 2 ) 
'R E A l}( 15 .. 73. '0 
\JRI TE (13 .lll» I R·O.lfrG), 
F OR,HAT ( 2'A2/-:J, -) , 
DO 1:)01 1=1. 32000 
1<=1 ' 
~RI TE( 13'.149 ) 
FOR MA T ( loX. - 5:1 UN! TS-II) 
,WRi TE (13 .lSla)' YOS.OCL.O$;L ,VSl~. VRS,S.RSrS'. 0 
FORHAH1X.-"'H:IGHT=·-.F7_;~·:.- KY/1X .. -Q-Cl'OUO;:; - .. l:7.1.- (-, 
S'lX .. -Q-lEAOERI= -"F6.1.- C.-/1X"-V-lEAOER= -.~6.1.- ES H/IS-/IX. 
$ -\l-RETURN= "':.F6.1." E7. I"lS,-/1X.- RETURN 5HROKE HS .. KAMp·/ 
Sl :(2FIO ... 4/t/VlX.-RtdlIUS= -.F'6.0. - H-III)~ 
,1oJRITE(13. 152> » [R"G.IR'O 
FORJ1AT( IX. 




, Y C= y, 0'" R A 0 
S lR Q C 2 = 1 •• j (:D1' 0 ... Y C • Y C I 





:SlRX2=1.C/( [X'l'[)+X. X) 
SlRX=SQRT(SL'RX2 ) 
SlR X 3 2= SL RX .'SLR X2 
E= Q S LIT P r EI 'r. 0 • ( Sl.. R IC- S L R Y; ) of S l'R eel. Y CIT PIE. ( OCl ...... Q Sl \\. ( 1. - X I r Of , 
I F{ AS S ( E) .GT • AS S ( EH A' X» .E,.A X= E 
IF(48S(E) .lTr.5.0E4) 'GCTa 2.11 
,\.' R ! ,. E ( 1 3 .. 21 a ) T. E • X 
FCR't'IAI(F16.7. Fl·6.1l .. 16X. F16.l. 
-z 
215 F OR!M AT< F 16.. 7.. F 116 ... 0 .. F 16 _; 5 ~ F l' 6 .. 1 .. I 1 C .F 16. 7. F 16. :' ) 
21 1 I F{ A B S ( E) .l n. 5.. ~ E 4. 0 R • )( _ ; G T .!' . S E 3' 0 IS l= 1 .j E: - 3 
T=T-+OTSl 
I F ~ X ~ 1.. T. 51).) CO T 0 5 0 ~ 
X=YO"'VSL q 
I F{ X. L r .. J .. 0' GO T 0 5 ') ; 
OTS:l=1.OE-4 
:GOT'O 2 f) ~ 
;O~ iCONrlNUE 
T=T ..... OT5L 
~ R 1 T E ( 1 J. 50 1 , 




SLR"r.03= ye .S1.. ROell 
'KRNT= J. 
R 1=0.0 
ITlr-O •• j 
'KOlD"= ;; 
0=0 •. ~ 
1-:' CONf IN UE 
·c/t.u eURENT(tRSI.O .. OJt. TR.IR r..,~RH.'KOlO' 
IFCIU.lE .. I", .. O) GOT06: j 
T=1"+O T 
Y=VRS .. TR 
IF{Y.GT.YOJ rGoro 522 
P=QI' Y 
:SlRYR= 1 ... C IS'OR 1< o.. .. o .. y;'" y) 
E=ESL"'P", (O{-"SlRYR Jrl'.? IE 
IF( ABS{E) .GTI.ABS'( EH.J:¥X) t .E"A~'::E 
IF(1.QT.lT.KRNT •. AN.D.ABS(S").LT.S.OE4' COTO 51", 
tJRLTE( 13 .. 215) T ... E .. Q_Y",KR~NT .JTR.RI 
GO TO 510 
22 '4-IR l T E ( 1 3.501 ) 
,0 eONTIINtJE 
P=QI','I'O 
IF(P.GT_PU !GOTO" 572 
E=ESl+ p. (D!-"'SU? Y ),r P' IE 
IF( ASS ( E) .Gr. ABS( EH~X H .E I"A X=E 
I F( 10T .. l T .~R'.NT. AND. A BS( Ei) .,l T.5.0 E4) GOTO 521 
I~RITE U3 .. 215' 'T .• !.E.o..IYO.KIRlIT.ITR. R I 
~ 1 ·c ~u,.:. CURE NT<tRSI ... '"O.OT. TRw IR I.=KlR H .. KOL 0 I 




::J IceNtI 1\ U E 
QRS;:;Q-+QSl 
IF(;QRS. GT .ORrC} GOrD ['6(;0 
E=E Sl+Pl"l' <0 l;- Slf~Y ) (T!.P r e.,a RS .:SLR r 03 I Tf> [E 
[F{ A8S( E') .,GT .ABS( 611~X)' .Ef"A.»=E 
l F( L01. L T .~R"NT. AND. A sse E') .l r.. 5~ r. E4 t (;UTO 571 
,W'RI TE (13 .. 215') T .<E .. Q"IY'C .. K:RI\ r .JTR .. R r 
1 ·CI:U; CURE''iT(lRSI.Q.DT.TR.IRI ... K'RI\T .. KalD~ 
I F'( R r _ L ~ • C. 0) GOT 0 6~,·j 
. T=T-+OT 
GOTO 57':: 
IoJRI TE ( 13 .. 599 I Q .. EI1A X 
·' 
~9 FQRHAT(IIIX ..... CRT= -• .,FIO .. ~4'" 'C-.SX."E11AX:: -"E12.4,"' V/t1:'J 
.WRll'E(14.6'Jl. IB'C .. (BL.lG.R,IB:EL 
n FOR~HAT< 2A2.- 00 YOU .J,JANf rAf\OTHER R~t) (US""" ZA2) 
~ 2 READ ( 1,. 12' ~ I AD 
tF<rAO.EQ.tr) GOTO 1.5 
I F ( 1 AD .. E Q .. I N' ) GO r a 6 51 
'WRITE( 14" 14) IRD. [GR. 
~OHJ 602 
;0 IJRtTE<l4.651·) IBt..IG'R 
it FOR'HAHA2.-0.Q YOU ,~ANT AINCTHER eVENr .. A2) 
; 2 READ ( 1 5" 1 2. ,I E 
I F( rE .EQ. IV): GOTD 13 
IF{ I'E • E Q. IN. CO T a 95., 
'WR(TE(14 .. 14) lRO ... l{;Ri 
IGOTO 652 
19 \.lRITE<l4.998J IR1) 
18 FORMAT< A2',,-no H'aRE CARDS") 
; v \.I R ( r E (l 4 ., 95 l~) (M"A .. [ G'R 





S UBROuT I NE CURE N H RS 1 .. 0. :OT. l"rR .. R I .,XIR f(f "x OL 0' 
If'4P!;Icrt INT'EC!:Rl'Z ('I-N. 
DI'HENSrON RSl(2.1'j) • 
rF'~OlD .. EQ.KRNiil GOTO 50 
T AU=R S I (l.I<R!N T"l.~ R~l <l.lKI'N r ) 
·IF-{iT'AU~lE .. O_D) CO TO it:)!) 
IF<TAU.LE.l. OE-5. DT=';.5I E-6 
If(TAU~GT.l_ ':E-5.ANll. • .TAtr.LE.1 .. ,)E-4 t OT=1.:E-5 
IF(J"AU.GT.l_~E-4_AN(l.TAU:.LE.l.aE-3. OT==l. ~E-4 
IF(1fr'AU .oGT .1_ C E-3_ANO. T MJ,. LE .'l.!) E-2 ) ·0 T= 1. ': E-3 
IF<TAU~GT .1 .. ~E-2.ANo.. TAU.LE .'1.0E-1 ~ .OT=1.·.~E-2 
IfCfAU. GT .1_ CE-t.; 01',=C.O·25 
DEL != {R S I (2 .. Ie RN T!+ U-:- R S I (~2 \"K R. N 1) )J TAU 
[F(~Y:EQ.O.O) R·Il=;}.? 
ITRR=TR+OT 
I F( ToRR. GT .R S I <1 .. KRNu+ U J. CT= RSI ( 1. K RN T+ l)-TR 
RI=RI+OELI·o.T 
lR 12=R I 
Q=O+DT" (R IZ-+R 11) 12. 
'TR=TR-tOT 
'KCtD=l<RNT 
[FCLR.GE.Rsr (1.KRNr ..... 1H II<ItNTi=KRNT+ 1 
R r l=R 12 
RETURN 
CONnr rtU E 




Computer Output Listing: Cloud-to-Ground Lightning Flash Density 
The following seven pages are the computed output from the program that 
calculates the lightning flash density (cloud-to-ground) fr~n the monthly 
thunderstorm days using the Pierce Conversion. This program, written by Jerry 
L. Bohannon, uses the Normals, Means and Extremes data from "Local Climatolog-
ical Data -- Annual Summaries for 1977" published by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, Environmental Data Service, Asheville, North 
Carolina (available also on magnetic tape). 
Cl 
,:C:iW.lFOT ~rm 
9 ~~~~~I~ CO~~~FOT hI 
Cll /I ~na ;Uil:1:'::11 :I!I\F'J':'iS il1E C:t.£:':'RIC ~eH::m_.i. :'/ ~ fEIJICH ~1\F.OUnt< 
(~J A OIiE ~ILl.~CIlFtI i:F' TloIE R!!:'!'£';,4, Tii;: 1;;::'S;';:.E~EaT ~~/;~ S':'~I\TS 3!.96 "'EieFS 
ell ft nOH THE LEFT HAHt' EDGl! ~F TJ.lE ~EC~;: 'f;~ IWt ,~';'::;!t-S !j !joIE ;;'1-:;;;r 'Act IIE':'E~S, 
(43 ft ThE &OTTOH OF ':'HE I(tAS\JpE!lC;:/T Al\tA IS :'T G~e',;'ftt .. t ... i:M/ ... : .. t !>j~ rc~ 
(5J ft IS 'UP' HETE~S HIGH, 
!:6l ft THE RESOl.UTIOH IS COHTF:OI.LE!I ~r THE ilR~U'lEIITS OF THE r:UHcnOH I T~E 
til ft I,i:FT M:i!.lI1EiIT SFECIFr:!S THE ilUlltEF. OF' COl.UHIIS III TrE OllTF':JT, ThE R:GH; 
tel A AFGUHEHT IS THE I/UH~ER OF RO:4S, 
(9J ~ THE FORHAT OF THE OUnUT IS AH AF~A-( OF tlUHHRS til SCIEHilFIC IiCiA':':CIl 





(153 RI-1 ' 
(1:3 ~~OPL:L!r31,9or\fi~1)xHc~~ro-l 





(22J T):;H i/\ f T1 
[23J ~A~1.2}OT5-
(~4J 'THIS IS KUH HUH~ER ','tTRr),~~TE 










'THE ~'Ei:TOIi: OF LIHE CHARGE:; USED IS", I J!tLA),' COULC~"S FE";: /.fE-ER,' 
'THE 5\iH OF' T!-E LIlIE: ::\.j~F.GES IS ''(t+/LA),' CCJl.::\i~S ~E~ ~E':T~,' 
'THE TO/l' OF THE ~EASU~ EHEIIT ~,,;. ~'f IS 'I (tiJF'),' ;E-;E~,: hIGH, I 
;rHE ~IGHT EDGE OF THE ~R~AI :5 "(t~!),' MET~~S ~~CM THE FriST DILL'C~lt,' 
LjCj 
[36J 
:THE;E .i~:: I "tAC~;;:r'),' COLtHItIS ::-E? -Eri:::', ~.::, I "fUr,. .. :;:' ~o~s ,~~, :IE"EI( n TIiE ~:;:;,.:\'(.' 
I~UH HO, ',(rTRY),tATE 
[39J ~(5I~H=O)/O 
[4CJ '7i-1E Ill\;;:~'f DELOI4 ~ii:;>l5 TnE SJ:Grl 0;:' E~Ch OF THE i.\j.,CZ;; 5 .~ ii1, Ar.OVi:: ~n;';~:,' 
~~!~ I' 
(4:: XPOT 




9 :lIt: ~,on;~r>lt 
~1J A T~:S FIJIf=':'%~H Cal(r~TZS rf;E ELECT(;l~ POr!i:n~~L H A ~£.J:CH ::ll' ~~;'Cli 
C2J A t'V~ TO ~ Chr.~ :£~ ,mE :'~:"'I'::O i::-I; FtM:£I H;,F£t:t'ICIJLAk t':nA.'Z~ (."ee ... 
C3J ~ ThE ';tp OF EACH s:L.!.z.e;,~~' 'JF THE ~E~T£;~(f>l, ThE "e:h$J;:£.,£HT AREA IS 
CU A E;;~er::f THE S,,>iE AS rk~T VSEt' HI (\l~::~P\"r::T)), AS "Wi nCiJiI;:VFOTn 
C5l A ThE ~£~OL.;;TWj IS n:nFM:t;£~ l<' THE :'~GiJioiEI!TS or THE F:JFC;::tI, 
C6J A THE F'UP.;TtOtl OCEi hili FIt%hT AM Cilr~\'T, THE CUWJT IS CO!JTAll!E:r' [/! 
(73 A THE VARI"i' .. 1i: I «fltOTi) , THIS Vtll\:riSt.£ .;jILl. ~AVE Ti1£ sr.,.e: ~I/oI~lInCI.s ClS 
rSJ A «(POT), T~E VA~!APLE C~HTA!~:H~ i~E CUT~UT tReK (ICCMFUrO?)I, 
C9J P~OTr(H:,~ID)fO 
(10J OHF:lt-1 
(11l A (CLOOPH» COHFUT£S ALL OF' THE VERTICAL INDICES, 
(12J LOOPHIH2r(a1-1)xUP~HI-1 
(133 F:lfol 
[14] ~ «LCOFL>} CDHFUTES T~1i: UCR:ZCHT~L :HDt~ES AND ~~LL$ «F'IELDW», 
(i5J LOOrL:L2~31,96+(Rl-1)XAC~~!D-l 
C16J PRCT[31I fi lJrL: F:EL~~ H2 





en) 1F.'(1 .. r~(1+1 
r2::~ ITJ<:S:S ;'IN I'UI'IEt: • dfi~)l) " OF F'~crZCT'I::ATE 
r24J (:I= P1-10 
[:5J liHE FR=TE:T:H~ ~:~i 1$ ~O:~iE~ 1'lt~~I),' kE~E~S F~CHT rHE' 
(26J 'LEFT E:lGE oJF THE .u.!n I AIlD " (,SlX~{':l), ,"E"£~,3 F~()!i THE :<OTTO., I 
9 
9F:E:'~ C~='i 
9 UHLrl. F:E!.P ~ 
ell ft Ti11S ;CH~n~tl COilFlHas 1',IS ,I.:;C·,;:O POTEi-ni'-1. jolT );1' ;';'.i':', il./l1) 
t:J • m THi lir~:t /:IlC';.'!I!< TrlE ~~n~f c~ r:'t\t nLI.~oll::::5, 
ell Lrt15,93x-1+\N 
eu ·:Jf.(9,3SW1H)(rfI.A 





(10J DKIo( (H+SXi'J) t2)+IIA 





... ~oe",_ ..... ,..._.,"*,, _ __ e __ ................ '#,..... ..... • ,~ ______ ..... __ ...... __ ... 
vFIEt.!>~ COJ9 
9 FtL FIEt.t·\Ij H 
(1J /I THIS FUHCTIOH COJ.tPUTES THE EI.ECTIUC ?OTEHTIAI. M Mil ~OUl',., (:',H" 
C2J ft tl\J~ TO THe: CHARliE[, P~OTEC'TI~r! WIRE AioOV:: rHE flH.I.E<CAI<O. TI"15 1m:: :5 
C3l A ASSUIIEti TO »e: PAr'ALLEt. TO THE ~ILI.~O~F;r· Hlitl I.OCATE:. A P£i\PEiiD!~UI.~~ 
(4J ~ O.STArlCE, «(SPACE)): F~O~ THE reF OF THe: ~II.~~OA~~I 
(5J II n;E CHARGE OH THE WI~E IS (n.IO) I 
[6J I.I:r15.93x-l+IH 
1:7J IIHL\1r,L:4 
[8J LOHGrl~,24~23THTAV'Jo(H2,:4) XSF'IlCE 





C!4J I.~c;: \lH! H (H-S!X::J:) t2HP~~H ::l-~I IrIJ) t: 
[15] DMlr((H+slXhJl)~2)tNAl 
[1Sl .lIIHtl),LOOP 
Eltj "h/';:l ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALITY 
... 
!J-
sr;.. r£ ~rA it:1N TMUNv~~~'':''''' ,j~ :'J"'~ 1 S ':' i( C r.:: 
:>:'YS CS· .. 51 Ty 
(~::,/Yrt~·q ( ~':.I '( ,: • II';. 'A l, I 
Al.. ~ l~.'.J.,lNYn.l.M 5 ~h 7~ .\:3.~7 
At .. "HJNr~", II..I..~ :J';i. ~? lJ:t3u 
.. I.. M~t? tI. .. : ?v,,7fj ~?:'7 
AI.. ,>\'-'NTG :JM2 c Y ?4.1B Uh :.t. 
AK ANCH:.'l;) ,\GE 1. 1 ~ ~.39 
AK ANN:;;TT!! h 4~ O. 'JO 
Ai'\ a~,,~: Ii U.07 o. H) 
AK. QA~Te~ I :)I....\/I\j ". ::.~ '!)el7 AK. e::;'!"HEiI.. 1 • ~'~ v.51 
AK at! TTL. 5 oS 4.07 ".78 
AK C;!IG Oe:I..TA 2.il~ Qc.:q 
A/\ COl.:> ~AY 090~ O.V.:. 
AX. FAI~uAN,,$ 5., \ 2 O,d:! 
AK GUI.t<;..~ A 4'170 0.76 
AK HONSC'-J O.3d v. 1.5 
A.K JU,~aAU J~ 32 V.2(4 
-"" 
I<.INC SAl.MeN 1~.31 o.~~ 
AI( KOOIAr( v.,29 0.0t; 
AK KOT li:.:we 0., sa J.~4 
At.. "'IC :.iRA TI"I 0.77 1.05 
AK NfJMf! O.4Z v.lr;l 
At<. 5T ;:>AUL. t,sL..1"lu 0.0:5 0.05 
At< SrH!YMA .1 SL.AN,,) 1,),15 0.10 
AK $,,", w-t t T 5., ':10 OIl?2 
AK TAL.t<.F!STNA ~"J\) U. 7 7 
AK uNAKI..l!';;i 1 • ~O 0.4(; 
AK YAKUTAT 1. S~ 0.(:0 
AZ FI..AG5 TAFF 5:').6:3 1:'.~7 
At. PHOENIX .c:.3.0:S 4.ov 
AZ rUCSOI'i 3~.a(.,. 13,,29 
AZ wI N:SL.Cw .Jb.J4 ".t.~J 
AZ YUMA 7.a.f.> 1.43 
A~ FORT SMITH 67.0" 11 .. ": 4-
Ai=' L.l TTL.::! KOCr<. 56.,97 1 1 .51 
A.S F>AGO PAG':l 26., v·~ ::3.73 
CA • i3AI<' • ..:KSFI:L.D 2,,:;!O 0,95 
C~ SISHtJP 1 3. ~4 2,,,21 
CA aL.\J~ CANY.JN 11. '-'3 1 II ;7 
CA cUF?::KA ~oa5., 1.2.:3 
CA ~~e:::iNO 50 .. :; 1.37 
CA L..ONU SEAC!; .3. 71 1 • 10 
CA L.OS ,!,1\j(iL.:S (CIiY> 6 ,,i~ 1 1.4:3 
CA L..JS ~N CJL. c: S < .... AX) 03,51 1 • 10 
... . M:JUNT SHA $1 A IJ.,27 2.16 ",,,, 
CA CAt<.L.':'NO ,a~2S O.~7 
CA ~:::O oL. UF' F 9. "'0 1. o?J2 
,.. . S~C=.!t~E~TO 4,71'" l .27 ... ,.. 
STAT~ ST t. r t:;N 'l"HUN.::J.;r,:: S'I':Ji\\1 ..;: ':tJr-.~dS -~1" S 
";1.'1' !li V~~~ try 
(N.j./Y~.\~) ("to:: ./Y~ * /r..l>''l.) 
CA Sr\.NL>i:H;~v ~ttZ!~ 1 f 14-
':'A SAN \:} 1 ;Z.;.) G.':''' :" 10 
CA $~N P"Ar..CtlJ.'::J (.:tTY) 2,:!Cj J .. ~~I 
CA SAN F..tt.N,,- t SC: ( SF:l) .:" 1 a I,),~S 
CA S T bl Ci\ T ,j.\j J .. 11 1 ., ~ 1 
CA SA~TA ~IA"i I A a,3a o. ~,.; 
CO At..AMCZA 4A.t.2 1~.92 C.: C~I..~~ .\0: 5pe 1 NI..iS S 9. ()~ ,,7:.43 
CO OENVc!~ 41, :33 11 • C2 
CO \i~AND JUNeT I:N 314.32 b.~6 
CO PV~~I..O t.O.3'a 10.~; 
C1 8RICGap:)RT 21.57 'l.se 
CT MARTF-O~O '22, 30 J.6Cl 
oe wII..f.\!NC,jTCN .H.o) 5.73 
OC WASHI NvT:JN (;'C~J 29110'1 S.\8 
OC WA$M!MGTJN (lAO) ~7.1J 4.~O 
FI- A)o) AI.. A CH I COL.." 70, 1 ~ 2a .. 9>} 
FI.. 06,YT~N~ 9';ACH 7..,. ~H ;":~.25 
FI- FCi1T M yE,; S 94,ei" 47.J4 
FI- JAt.:KSJNVII..I-::: 03."':' ~.,. 2t.. 
F'I- i<.Sy wSS; 62.66 1';.:7:1& 
1-1.. L..AK:;I..AND 91'),5.) 4d.Sb 
FI.. I~ I AM I 7t...OA 26i~7 
FLo. O~t...ANOO 61.21 :32.79 
FI.. O:~L.AN DO ( ·~c COY AF'n) "d.r:,2 .3:>.37 
FI.. peNSACOI..A 74~1.3 2~o~(') 
FI.. TAI..LAHA.:iS::e: ~c,J7 :3.6l1vS 
FL T A,;\PA 83.1'; 4 o. ~J 
F'L W~ST P~I..M E.i=:ACh 7 S • Q.3 2.S.6:; 
GA ATH~I'lS S 1. S~ 1:3.00 
vA ATLAN T;' 5..)0 1 ~ t 1 • S 7 
GA AUGUST ~ ::'0.15 15.A.l 
" . 
-.1M COI..UM6US 5th 71 15.f.d 
G~ .MACON 56:»d:! lS,l..:3 
~A ;:WME 61.42 15od7 
GA SAYANNAH Q4 • .3:3 20.62 
~U TAGUAC 27.,); 4.7>\1 
HI H[I..': d.7::> 1 .67 
Ii I H~I'lCI..ULU 7r1 07 1 .4.= 
HI KAHI.ILU t 4. ';:5 1.20 
foil 1..1 Hul a" ? 1 1.1';;4 
.5T AT::: 3.ATtJN ,. rl U N 'J ~ .~ :s r ':i ~ ~oi 'j"< ;U.~':"·l;S '!" ~ t '" :: 
0':"'1'5 ~:: ... .s ITY 't 
(NCI>/Y~t.. .. ) (~:~/Y~ d,(.·l ) 
10 e;;;J t ,:}~ 1 t.. , ~ to. .!034 
t 0 L.~ V'I r:s TtiN l~. 7S .1!.'-.'5 
, ' 
• \J P·")C':'. '::Ihl.d ~j. 11 I •• :'2 
tl. C;ARl·~ 52.77 IJ.i6 [ l. CH I CA <.)0 ( M I W/u\ t I AO.,St.. 7053 
I l. CH[CA"C ( .:) I H ~ RiZ ) :3 5" A2 ,!)" 7 2. 
fL.. MJl. PI E :'7.36 10001 
lL. ,:)~CRI A .\0.-;- 10,,26 
ll. I=(:lCKF0h'O "'::.1') ';.3d 
XL SPK INCr- I ~l.C :50,JIl lu.7; 
IN ;v ANS V I l.l.:' 4.S.7:.i 0.87 
IN FORT !'IAYNE 41 •• ')0 7.'37 
IN rNOL~"'A°:il.IS 4 .... 6-1 ::;.~7 
IN sauTt; ElaND 42., d'::i ';),,64 
r .!I eu R L. I N G TON :50.58 11.1)6 
I A uZS 1>10INES ~9.73 11.22 
LA O'.J8U!..lU:' l. h .... .... 'i.:J 9 • .29 
I A SIOUX CITY 4.5,,38 10.~; 
I A ~A, TERL..OO 41.70 d.51 
KS :ONCC RD r :. 5 d. ;:3 1!:5 071 
KS D:JOG;:: CITY 53, J3 t ..... '3G 
KS GO C,",l. ~ NO 40.7(~ 1~.c9 
,,5 TJP~KA ~7.5a 1 A" 1 .... 
KS I'IICHITA :: 5. 2':i 1.3.2'5 
r<.y u=:x n~GTON -6~76 \v.~2 
K' L.::>utSVIl.l.E 45,40 :;. 13 
l.A AL EXAI\I DR .. 1\ 60.07 16.-to 
loA 6.\ TOt'! ROUGE 7i)e46 2J .. O: 
LA L.AK::: CHA~LE:; 76 • .36 22.5':>' 
LA NE. \1/ Ij~L'::ANS 66 • .,/3 20.3d 
LA ShREV:;P'J~T 54.16 1 0 0 2 1 
"'H; . CA R I aD U 20.33 3.057 
\\ E PORTL A.ND 1 d o J5 c.~'i,S 
1,\0 l:jAl.TI 'v1CR:; 26 .. 44 501.0 
MA 8JST.)N 19 .. 33 J.ll.. 
~~1 A I\IANTU Ct<ET 20.27 3.0C;; 
MA tiORCt::STEK Gl.d.7 3.31 
L 
v 
STATE :) r A rr :;N THU 'l~c1S ':"t;;".,l ..it, .:,~ "-0 ~~ -:- ~ ! K : 
04VS --"""I-'r 1.1:,.-,., I Z 
(.~I.i J IYc.~~, ( "':: ./Y" .1:1.'" 
:.11 AI.P::I\IA 3'.~. 2':1 6.2S 
M I C=TK~ L T (0 T1' ) 32JJ2 ~."7 
:·41 0::";"",011' n)T-~) .3J'IGC 5.n"' 
Iv! ! FL.. ll'1 r 3 J •• jJ ?;,,~? 
~ I G~~ND F\AP[D3 J 6" ., 1 c.so 
\1 1 li:J ..JG" TeN I.AK: 3;;" 5~ 7.6: 
M I l.:~ NS t Nv 34, 17 C. 1:; 
1>1 I ."iA ~,JlJ~ TT':: 28.07 5,,",).3 
M I MUSt<E-:;u~J 37. :SA e..oJ 
.\\ I ;iA UI... T ST'~ MAHI:: 29 .. 4't 5.22 
MN nUI...UTH ,34.66 "',.;It) 
,\1 N tNTEr:.NAi [·:JNAL r,.!,I.LS '1 .. ~? ~.67 
,\1 N M!NNt::APCLIS 36.7~ 7.A1 
MN KOCHc:ST::~ 41.00 ~.,.::s2 
'''IN SA [NT CLouD Z,:5.76 7.54-
MS JACt<.$i:N 65., , 16 • .30 
MS "I~K IDM'/ 50.Sv 13.31 
MO COLUMt5IA 5 t, 5 J 1J.':'':> 
/oliO KA NS AS C LTY (,"lCI) :) 1 .. 20 11.3';' 
MO K.~NSA3 CITY ( ,'.1K.C, 49 .. '::0 1005<; 
MO SAINT JOSEPh ~6 .. 35 13.76 
,\1 a ST. LuUrS 44.55 ('3.6 1 
,'ilO SPR IN(,F! :::LD 5'J.00 13.:>0 
t>1T 8I LLI NSS 28.,7!j .;;" JU 
MT GL ABeD o'J 27. 11 :5.S0 
MT GK'::t..T FALLS 25~60 5 .. 17 
MT HAVRE 21;000 3.H6 t·, T HEL ~.'I A 3.3.51 S.32 
MT KALI SP~LI. 22.75 3.':10 
,'i T MILE 5 CITY 2d~4a c. J 2 
~lT ""I:5.:)CUL~ 2.3.,61 4036 
NE G~AND ISLAND ... 7. ';)9 11 .. 76 
NE: LI NC:iLN (l\PT, 1~61J 33 1.:).77 
NE LINCCLI'I (C I TY ) 4~ .. 33 It.::1'? 
NE ,'IQ"'F'JLK 50~20 1 J. 1 1 
N~ , NaRTH PI_ATTE: 45.,92 1 1 " :; 5 
NE D,'-1AHA (CITY) 40.50 S.OC 
Nt:: OMAHA (';::PPL Y FI::LDI 48.60 11.,26 
Nt:. SC:JTTSSLUFF """:.56 ! 1 , 9 ~ 
NE VAL::N TIN E .l5.22 12.7:" 
NV :LKO 20.72 3.tJ.7 
NV ELY 32000 0 .. 75 
NV LA 5 v-=:G.;s 14, ;'7 2.,,::: 
NV ~:::NiJ 13.5c:. 2.06 
NV WI NN::r-1UCCA 1 .. ,30 ;) ? _ 18 ,_--.. 
.. 
i\/"1 C..1f\,:': :H0 

































Nt;: 1/ A;; 1\ 
T~';;~TJN 
~L. t:h.J au '?'r-IIJU r:;: 
Cl..~\ YT~'" 
R..:.i3.,~LL 
AL. tJ';N Y 
t:U NGHA ,\1 r:JN 
t.H)r-F ,\L ~ 
N:::~ YO~K (CITY) 
NaN Y.)>o/I\ (.JF,U 






c.iR ::::N SJIJR~ 
".).L.::.Il.iH 
w I V·I I NuT J N 
Fo,R-';Q 
8 r $"lA~K 
,vI L.!..I S rON 
"\K~wN 
'::INC I/\INA TI (At::n~ ::.lEiS) 
CINCINNATI (APT) 



















~~. '+ 7 
J'3.cl..! 
~~.J .. 
S.:." 1 1 
J:!.oQ 
27,,('\4 
:31 .... ~ 
30.7.:4 
1 9 .. ol, ., 













.. J , 41 
50.41 
4..;..~3 
3'~ .. A2 
.::.2 .... S 
1..0 • .:j2 
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